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Envisioning robotic care 
Maria Arnelid 
maria.arnelid@liu.se 

Katherine  Harrison 
harrison@liu.se 

Linköping University 

As robots are starting to enter healthcare questions of what ‘robotic care’ is – and should be – rise. My PhD research 
relates to this development: I aim to investigate the development of caring robots, looking into how robot developers think 
about, shape and incorporate the concept of ‘care’ in their work. I am curious to see how care is envisioned in the 
development of caring robots, and what happens when the concept of care is quantified in order to be programmed. 
Utilizing the anthropological method of ‘participant observation’ (Davies 2008), I wish to follow robot developers in their 
day-to-day work, in order to investigate both how they think about and actively shape the idea of robotic care in practice. 
Specifically, I want to focus on developers working with the use and generation of learning data for caring robots. I 
choose to focus on learning data because I am interested to see what happens to the concept of care when it is 
envisioned with data – what choices and delineations have to be made. My preliminary research question is: – What 
happens to the concept of ‘care’ in the work of developing caring robots? Method and materials I aim to utilize the 
method of ‘participant observation’: an anthropological, ethnographic, method aimed at developing an understanding for 
human activities by participating in them (Davies 2008). In this case, this would mean participating in all aspects of the 
daily work of AI researchers – formal and informal – in order to learn how they incorporate ideas of care in their work with 
learning data for caring robots.  
The method of participant observation has been argued particularly useful when approaching the work of AI developers 
as it enables an analysis of the relationship between idea and practice (Forsythe 1993). Further, Seaver (2017) has 
advocated for the benefits of an anthropological approach when studying algorithms as it allows for an understanding of 
algorithms not as objects in culture, but as culture: as objects enacted by practice, and therefore difficult to understand 
unless studied in use. In order to gain in-depth and detailed knowledge about how the researchers view their work, I 
intend to compliment my participant observation with qualitative interviews. My fieldnotes will, together with interview 
responses, constitute my empirical material.An early development of my research is that I have established contact with 
and started collaborating on an experiment with the robot Pepper (on the effect of power differences on trust in HRI) with 
Machine Perception and Interaction Lab at Örebro University. This work has given me helpful insights into how robot 
developers, and robots, work.Theoretical entry points Thus far, I have been inspired by works stemming from the 
transdisciplinary field of Feminist Technoscience: specifically works that are concerned with the inter- or intra-actions 
between people and robots as well as other technologies in healthcare settings (see for example Mol et al 2010, Defalco 
2020). Such works have in different ways tried to disturb the “care-technology distinction” in which ‘good care’ is seen as 
a distinctively human capability. In doing so, authors from this field have emphasized care as practices of tinkering, 
entanglement, embodiment, and obligation that include humans as well as technologies (Mol et al 2010, Defalco 2020). 
These challenges of normative conceptions of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ care are relevant to bring with me when entering into 
discussions about how robotic care is envisioned. Above, I have outlined my intended research focus, method, and some 
brief theoretical starting points. However, as pointed out by Cerwonka and Malkki (2007), ethnographic research is 
characterized by improvisation. In this type of research, it is not only accepted, but expected, that the specific social 
context of one’s field, and one’s empirical findings, transform original research questions and theoretical frameworks. 
With this argument in mind, I aim to let my participant observation further shape the theoretical tools that I utilize, as well 
as the questions that I pose. 

References  
Cerwonka, A., & Malkki, L. H. (2007). Improvising theory: process and temporality in ethnographic fieldwork. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press. 
Davies, C.A. (2008). Reflexive ethnography: a guide to researching selves and others (2nd ed). London: Routledge. 
DeFalco A. (2020) “Towards a Theory of Posthuman Care: Real Humans and Caring Robots”. Body & Society.  
Forsythe, D.E. (1993). “The Construction of Work in Artificial Intelligence”. In Science, Technology & Human Values. 18 
(4).  
Mol, A., Moser, I., Pols, J. (eds.) (2010). Care in Practice: On tinkering in Clinics, Homes and Farms. Bielefeld: 
Transcript.  
Mol, A. (2002). The Body Multiple: Ontology in Medical Practice. Durham, NC: Duke University Press.  
Seaver, N. (2017). “Algorithms as culture: Some tactics for the ethnography of algorithmic systems”. In Big Data & 
Society. December 2017.  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The Post-Digitalization Labor 
Market 
  
Malin Backman   

malin.backman@nek.uu.se 

Uppsala University 

With recent technological advancements, such as increasing digitalization and a growing presence of artificial 
intelligence in the labor market, we see large shifts in the demand for certain types of skills and, by extension, certain 
types of workers. The Swedish labor market, despite progress on several fronts, remains distinctly gender segregated 
across jobs and occupations, a process that begins with the choice of educational orientation. Men continue to dominate 
in technology-oriented fields such as engineering and computer programming. In a digitized labor market, these are 
highly sought-after skills. However, recent technological developments and the automation of tasks also appear to 
increase the relative demand for interpersonal and communicative skills and well-known stereotypes dictate that women, 
more than men, excel at these types of skills. The question is thus, are men or women more wanted in the post-
digitalization labor market? 

This empirical project aims to answer this question by analyzing Swedish vacancy ad posting from 2006 to 2016 
matched to firm-level data on new hires.  By applying text analysis to the vacancy ad texts, we can extract the level of 
digitalization by tracing the occurrence of technology related words and phrases, stemming either from descriptions of 
the occupational role or from stated desired skill requirements. Specifically, the goal is track changes in the level of 
digitalization and relating that to changes in characteristics among new recruits that are documented in the firm-level 
data. This allows me to trace the simultaneous changes in technology and gender composition of the firm at firm-
occupation level. 

The hypothesized mechanisms are two-fold and represent changes to the supply-side and demand-side respectively. 
The former mechanism describes how changes in the stated skill requirements for a given occupation will change the 
attributes of the applicant pool, compared to before the labor-related technology was implemented. Shifts in the applicant 
pool will likely affect who is ultimately hired for the position. The latter mechanism describes how technological 
advancements shifts the skill requirements of the optimal candidate, thus affecting the type of worker that is hired. 
The project is closely related to the broader WASP-project on consequences of AI adoption at Uppsala University. This 
broader project studies, among other things, how the demand for specific skills changes when firms adopt these new 
technologies. My project further relates to an international literature that use the contents of vacancy ads to inquire about 
skill requirements for certain occupations and how they relate to aggregate wage outcomes (Deming & Kahn 2018, 
Acemoglu et al. 2020). The strength of my data is that I do not need to rely on aggregate labor outcomes and can instead 
study firm level recruitment and wage dispersion. My work will also relate to the literature relating labor market changes 
to changes in skill requirements in vacancy ads, showing that technological advancements create demand for new types 
of skill (Atalay et al. 2020). 

The available data also allows for tracking changes in other important labor characteristics, such as age, educational 
background and wage. This allows for a more comprehensive description of the demographic changes in the labor force 
due to technological change. 
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New Managerial Approaches to 
Develop Complex Intelligent 
Systems in the Context of 
Integration of Model-based and 
Data-driven methods 

Appu Balachandran  

appu.balachandran@liu.se 

Linköping University 

Artificial intelligence (AI) based technologies are penetrating many realms of technical systems and societies in an 
unprecedented manner. AI is essential for the functioning of complex intelligent systems such as smart cities, unmanned 
aircraft and autonomous vehicles. It has evolved from its role as an add-on functionality and is now an integral part of 
complex systems. Hence it is imperative to explore the potential of AI in system development. Data is an important part 
of AI and data-driven approaches are emerging as a promising methodology. The predominantly model-based methods 
that the system building industry currently follows, could integrate the data-driven methods into it, to benefit from the 
efficiency that AI entails while avoiding the negative consequences. The purpose of this research is to explore how the 
model-based and data-driven methods can be integrated into the development of complex intelligent systems and 
understand what the new managerial approaches required are. How can the two methods be integrated into the different 
phases of system development? What are the benefits and potential conflicts when the methods are integrated? How 
can organizational structures and project management methods support this integration? How does this affect the 
innovation process? These are the key questions that this research tries to find answers to.   

The innovation lifecycle of complex systems is unique, and innovation often continues even after the system becomes 
operational as the lifespan of the systems is large (Davies, 1997; Hobday et al., 2000). This temporal aspect of the 
system also needs consideration as it affects the system characteristics such as flexibility, adaptability and evolvability 
(Rhodes and Ross, 2010). Model-based and data-driven methods can play different roles throughout the lifecycle, 
requiring the integration of the methods to adapt to the various phases of system development. There are different types 
of models such as abstract models, geometric models and logical models that are used at different levels of system 
development. Data can also differ in nature. There can be system specific data that is generated during the development 
or the use phase of the system. Also, there can be external data generated for other purposes that may be useful in 
system development. To better understand the role of model-based methods and data-driven methods, it is necessary to 
also consider the level of completeness and timely availability of models and data. To gain insights, this research will 
employ case study methodology and use predominantly qualitative methods. This project is closely linked to the WASP-
HS research project titled ‘The emergence of complex intelligent systems and the future of management’ and intends to 
contribute to future oriented management knowledge. 

References 
Davies, A., 1997. The Life Cycle of a Complex Product System. International Journal of Innovation Management, 1(3), 
pp. 229-256. 
Hobday, M., Rush, H. & Tidd, J., 2000. Innovation in complex products and systems. Research Policy, 29(7-8), pp. 
793-804. 
Rhodes, D. H. & Ross, A. M., 2010. Five Aspects of Engineering Complex Systems Emerging Constructs and Methods. 
Sand Diego, CA, IEEE International Systems Conference  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Strategic Argumentation In 
Dialogue-based Interactions 
Between Intelligent Systems And 
Humans 
Andreas Brännström 
andreasb@cs.umu.se 

Juan Carlos Nieves Sanchez 
juan.carlos.nieves@umu.se 

Department of Computing Science, Umeå University 

This project has initiated an investigation of interaction strategies in the setting of collaborative interaction between 
humans and intelligent systems. Cognitive theories are formalized in logic-based computational architectures using, e.g., 
action reasoning-based answer set programming [5, 6]. These dialogue-strategies will support the decision-making 
process of rational agents [11] that aim to join a given dialogue-based interaction with humans. 
Collaborative interaction between humans and intelligent systems relies heavily on the skills of humans and intelligent 
systems for reaching agreements between them. However, reaching these agreements requires complex dialogue 
processes, which include human reasoning based on common sense and goal-oriented decision-making performed by 
the intelligent systems. 
A dialogue-based interaction can be understood as a long-term interchange of arguments between rational agents, e.g., 
an artificial agent and a human agent. Such a long-term interaction is a game of incomplete knowledge in which future 
actions of the human are unknown [7]. For this reason, the agent requires strategies for choosing suitable arguments in 
every state of the interaction.An overall challenge and aim of this project is to formalize cognitive theories, into formal 
computational models that can be utilized by intelligent agents in strategic interaction with humans. In this way, fill in 
missing pieces of knowledge about human behavior and reasoning, with the aim to predict, and explain the cause of, 
human actions in the ongoing interaction.Mixed-reality (MR), such as virtual reality (VR) or augmented reality (AR), 
integrated with intelligent technology opens up new inspiring opportunities for interaction between humans and intelligent 
systems [8]. MR technologies will be investigated throughout this project to design applications in practical use-cases in 
which interaction strategies can be evaluated. There are a variety of applications where strategic human-agent 
interaction can be utilized. Such applications can be in the form of, e.g., serious games for promoting behavior-change, 
persuasive technology [9], or agreement technology [10], relatively new paradigms to support behavior-change or 
decision-making for improving various aspects of everyday life. While there are clear benefits to be gained from these 
technologies, there are ethical concerns in the design process and potential applications of these systems that must be 
approached responsibly [2, 3, 4].In an ongoing work [1], we design a system in which a rational intelligent agent plans its 
actions to provide a human with behavioral-support in a social training simulation by encouraging the human to take 
specific actions to succeed with their learning goals. This is a serious game developed for children with autism and social 
anxiety for practicing social scenarios. 

References  
[1] Andreas, B., Kampik, T., & Nieves, J. C. (2020). Towards Human-Aware Epistemic Planning For Promoting Behavior-
Change. In Workshop on Epistemic Planning (EpiP)@ ICAPS, Online, October 26-30, 2020. [2] Berdichevsky, D., & 
Neuenschwander, E. (1999). Toward an ethics of persuasive technology. Communications of the ACM, 42(5), 51-58. 
 [3] Davis, J. (2009, April). Design methods for ethical persuasive computing. In Proceedings of the 4th International 
Conference on Persuasive Technology (pp. 1-8).  [4] Dignum, V. (2019). Responsible Artificial Intelligence: How to 
Develop and Use AI in a Responsible Way. Springer Nature. 
 [5] Gelfond, M., & Kahl, Y. (2014). Knowledge representation, reasoning, and the design of intelligent agents: The 
answer-set programming approach. Cambridge University Press. [6] Gelfond, M., & Lifschitz, V. (1998). Action anguages. 
Computer and Information Science, 3(16). [7] Governatori, G., Olivieri, F., Rotolo, A., Scannapieco, S., & Sartor, G. 
(2014, November). Two Faces of Strategic Argumentation in the Law. In JURIX (pp. 81-90).  [8] Le, D. N., Van Le, C., 
Tromp, J. G., & Nguyen, G. N. (Eds.). (2018). Emerging technologies for health and medicine: virtual reality, augmented 
reality, artificial intelligence, internet of things, robotics, industry 4.0. John Wiley & Sons. 
 [9] Orji, R., & Moffatt, K. (2018). Persuasive technology for health and wellness: State-of-the-art and emerging trends. 
Health informatics journal, 24(1), 66-91. 
 [10] Ossowski, S. (Ed.). (2012). Agreement technologies (Vol. 8). Springer Science & Business Media. 
 [11] Rao, A. S., & Georgeff, M. P. (1991). Modeling rational agents within a BDI-architecture. KR, 91, 473-484.  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Are Autonomy Algorithms 
Acceptable? Advancing A New 
Debate in Medical AI Ethics 
Erik Campano 
erik.campano@umu.se 
Victor Kaptelinin 
victor.kaptelinin@umu.se 

Umeå University 

In the last three years, medical AI ethics commentators have begun debating the moral acceptability of autonomy 
algorithms, a term coined by Lamanna and Byrne in 2018. Autonomy algorithms -- which are not in clinical use -- would 
mine electronic health records (EHRs) and public data about patients incapable of autonomous treatment choices. The 
mined data would be fed to an AI, which would determine, to a percentage certainty, what decision the patients would 
make, if they were capable. In other words, the AI is evaluating a counterfactual condition. 

Writers have expressed both support for (Hubbard and Greenblum, 2020; Biller-Adorno and Biller, 2019), and direct 
(Sulmasy, 2020) or indirect (Berger, 2020) skepticism against, autonomy algorithms. Sulmasy’s primary complaint about 
autonomy algorithms is that, he says, they would not actually reduce stakeholders’ anxiety in the face of a difficult 
medical decision, such as end-of-life treatment. (Stakeholders include loved ones, clinicians, and other third-parties.) 
Berger, meanwhile, finds no reason to believe that incapable patients would want an AI to inform their medical treatment 
choices, in the absence of an advance directive to that effect. For Berger, AI is a “morally non-intimate” entity -- that is to 
say, it does not have close knowledge of the patient, shared personal history, trust, and enduring mutual concerns. 
  Hubbard and Greenblum reply directly to Berger that just because AI is morally non-intimate, it can have at least the 
predictive power of a morally intimate surrogate, or indeed perform better. This overrides considerations about a patient’s 
wants with regards to AI. Biller-Adorno and Biller, meanwhile, have something of an answer to Sulmay’s objection about 
anxiety. They argue that medical decision-making is always fraught with fear and error. Autonomy algorithms would not 
necessarily decrease that anxiety, but they could speed up the decision-making process, despite its complications. 
  In short, the debate hinges on two questions. First, do autonomy algorithms actually help reduce the anxiety of direct 
stakeholders? Second, can AI actually live up to the predictive power of a morally intimate surrogate?   On the first 
question -- anxiety -- psychological and literary studies have shown that direct stakeholders’ wishes for control over 
treatment decisions vary considerably between cultures [Charles et al., 2006; Alden et al., 2015]. Advancing that debate 
may require establishing that anxiety levels are tied to whether these cultural norms are adhered to. If so, then real 
cross-cultural anthropological research into direct stakeholders’ general preferences for decision processes may shed 
light on how much autonomy algorithms should be adhered to.The second question -- predictive power -- hinges on 
whether moral intimacy actually improves that power. This also remains a topic for empirical research that would 
advance the debate. 

Finally, there is the perhaps thorny problem of how well we can rely on computers to evaluate counterfactual conditions 
in the first place. Unlike a human, an autonomy algorithm would not take into account data about the present situation of 
the patient; only data from a previous time. Sulmasy finds such that precedent autonomy “traps patients in their own 
pasts.” Counterfactual evaluation is famously hampered by the “Rashomon Effect”. That is to say, when determining a 
hypothetical outcome, a number of explanations can be given. An autonomy algorithm’s recommendation might change, 
if more data were introduced. Therefore, it may be impossible to determine exactly which and how much data is 
adequate, to achieve success to any specific probability.  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Legal accountability of autonomous 
thinking AI systems 
Silvia A. Carretta 
silvia.carretta@jur.uu.se 

Uppsala University 

Whilst AI clearly generates new opportunities to enhance people’s abilities in all facets of society, it also raises legal and 
ethical questions. AI can autonomously take decisions and behave in the physical environment. This inevitably carries an 
inherent risk of causing damage to third party's physical integrity or property. For instance, as result of a flaw in the object 
recognition technology, a driverless car can wrongly identify an object on the road and cause an accident, injuries and 
material damage. Question is: should AI be allowed to execute actions autonomously without human intervention? Who 
is responsible legally and economically in case of perilous outcomes? 

Concerns arise under a legal point of view regarding the legal accountability of AI, in situations where AI operates with a 
certain degree of autonomy that cannot be linked to a defect or a human wrongdoing. Even with good intentions, AI can 
cause unintended damage or harm citizens. 
Laws are not always up to speed with upcoming technological issues, and can at times not be well suited to address 
novel and unpredictable AI outcomes. Thus, there is a forthcoming need to identify to which extent the law is equipped to 
face these upcoming issues, through mechanisms that ensure accountability for any perilous outcomes.  

The EU Commission set out an approach for AI that places people at the centre of the development (‘human-centric AI’), 
with the goal of improving individual and societal well-being, and establishing ethical principles to make AI worthy of our 
trust. Without clarity on the nature of the AI phenomenon on one side, and with legal uncertainty around reasoning and 
accountability of AI system on the other, it is unlikely that citizens will trust AI. This might result in determent on 
investment and innovation and in creating a barrier to effective trade and societal development. It is here that this 
research hopes to achieve its full advancement. 

Firstly, it’s to be considered that the concept of accountability is interpreted differently in various areas of the law (e.g., 
product safety and liability, customer protection, civil liability, tort law, data protection, contractual responsibility, insurance 
law, etc.). For instance, AI may present risks for users when it’s embedded in products and services. The EU already has 
a strong and extensive body of laws on product safety and liability, including sector-specific rules, further complemented 
by national legislation. The current legislation supports an extended concept of protection against risks arising from the 
product, at the time of placing on the market, and ensures equitable remedies, compensation and allocation of 
responsibility. The legislation is in principle fully applicable irrespective of the involvement of AI but it currently applies 
only to products and not to services and it may not be applicable to subsequent technological developments during the 
AI’s life cycle (e.g., software updates), which may entail important product changes with impact on safety 

Secondly, specific AI characteristics (e.g., opacity) make it hard for people having suffered harm to trace back potentially 
problematic decisions made by the AI. Often AI is integrated in IoT environments, with different digital components. A flaw 
in one component may result in multiple types of damages, either in hardware or software, destruction or loss of data, 
system downtime, disruption to the normal course of business, lost productivity, reputational harm, and so on. To identify 
liability for the flaw is at times extremely difficult, as well as to prove and attribute possible breaches of laws or even 
obtain any compensation under the current EU and national safety and liability legislations. 

Hence, this research addresses the following issues: i) if and to what extent the existing legislation applies to situations 
where it is necessary to establish the accountability of AI , ii) whether it can be enforced adequately to address the risks 
that AI creates (e.g., risks from flaws in the overall design of AI or from the use of biased datasets), or iii) whether 
adjustments are needed (and in this case which they are). 

The significance of this research is to find a balance between, on the one hand, embracing the innovation associated 
with AI, and on the other hand, guarding against the risks that AI entails for ordinary citizens and society. This, to 
increase the law’s effectiveness as a mechanism of control of AI and to establish what it might mean for the development 
of AI within the EU legislative space. 

Silvia A. Carretta is an Italian lawyer specialized in intellectual property. Doctoral candidate in Private Law at Uppsala 
University, she is part of the WASP-HS interdisciplinary project “Artificial Intelligence, democracy and human dignity” led 
by Professor Anna-Sara Lind. Silvia is also Growth Lead in the core team of Women in AI, Sweden. 
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Reassembling The Citizen The 
Political Ontology of Data-Driven 
Welfare Services  
Petter Falk 
petter.falk@kau.com 

Karlstad University  

You are a municipal social welfare officer meeting a new client in your office. The client tells you that they really need 
economical support in order to manage the next coming month. This citizen, in their own assessment, needs economic 
benefits. But as you are processing this request at your workstation, a decision-making algorithm that you use on a daily 
basis tell you that, based on this clients very own data, no benefits should be handed out. This citizen, assessed by their 
own data, don’t need benefits. Who to trust? The citizens represented by their very own physical body in your office or 
the citizens represented by their very own data in your computer?  

Representation is a central to the idea of democracy (Dahl and Shapiro 2015). If governments, in their organization or 
culture, won’t allow citizens to be represented in the decision-making process then the government loses its democratic 
legitimacy (Zittel and Fuchs 2006).  But as we venture into an era of algorithmic governance new forms of representation 
emerge (Doneda and Almeida 2016). When the citizen interacts with the public sector in a digital interface, either directly 
or indirectly, he or she leaves data as digital footprints. (Nelson, Hesse, and Croyle 2009). And in a conventional sense 
that data can then represent aspect of that citizen (Loukissas, 2019). Age, address, family, occupation, economic 
situation, home ownership and so on. However, through rapidly increased accumulation of user-data, and more 
sophisticated ways of processing information, contemporary systems have the capacity of re-assembling a citizen as a 
digital subject (Ruppert et al. 2017).  

Currently, the practice of reassembling citizens is carried out in numerous data-driven dispositifs. In Sweden, nearly 90 
percent of municipal social services use the data compiler SSBTEK as a service provided by The Swedish Association of 
Local Authorities and Regions. This system compiles personal and user-based data from over a dozen public 
administrations in order to recreate a financial representation of the person applying for economic benefits at the local 
welfare office (SKR, 2019). An API interlinks different agencies in creating an interoperable media-service where aspects 
of a citizens - though previous interactions with the government- is reenacted in the form of a score for the citizens 
eligibility for economic benefits. If the citizens for instance has interacted with other parts of the government in the past, 
the digital footprints of these interaction will all converge to assemble a representation of the citizens in the SSBTEK 
interface. 

This, theoretically, means that there is a two-folded representation in the administrative process. The citizens as physical 
body and the citizens as a digital subject, manufactured by data from multitude of past interactions with the government, 
are both in the room. You as social welfare officer, and a representative of the public sector, are meeting them both at the 
same time. You can choose to define the physical subject and the digital subject as one person – but the question 
remains that both these representations are assessing the need for social benefits differently. As such, these two 
representations also express two political ontologies, meaning practices that embody a given reality (Mol, 1999). It 
represents the social truth of the citizens with said needs, as well as the truth of an assemblage of numerous data points 
from a data-driven dispositive contrasted to a public policy.  
As these algorithmic systems occupy more and more space in decisions made, the interactions between citizens and 
their government needs an outline framing the role citizens data play in constituting democracy. As an academic topic of 
interest, this relationship between the the public administration and the citizens as digital subject has transposed from 
visionary ideals of a digital participation and democracy (Harraway 1985, Rheingold 1994; Dyson 1997) to become more 
a question of articulating viable concepts (Kitchin, 2015, Ruppert,et al 2017). And though the role of citizens data have 
been explored and conceptualizes as both capital (Sadowski 2019) and labor (Scholz 2012), the stated role of citizen 
data in public sector operations is yet to be recognized. 

So, in order to implement decision-making algorithms and subsequently systems of digital cognition, while still adhere to 
certain core ideals of representation in democracy, the data-practice (Bates 2017) and data-culture (Kitchin 2015) of 
public sector welfare service needs new concepts and methods. Both in order grasp the political ontology of algorithmic 
governance in a data-driven democracy, but also in order to truly frame citizens data as a democratic artifact (Falk, 
2021). 
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Stockholm University, Sweden 

The PhD project focuses on studying the social impact of AI and on AI. We are interested in empowering the "common 
citizen" in a world filled with AI-based products against overpowering by private or state interests. The case we are 
currently most interested in is algorithmic decision-making and decision support in the public sector. These are taxpayer-
funded, i.e., the governed are paying for the decisions made regarding themselves. Moreover, in the public institutions 
case, all citizens are potential "customers", not by choice but by definition and necessity.  

Following the high-level expert group's work on AI (HLEG2020) that advised the European Commission, we see 
trustworthy AI consisting of lawful, ethical, and robust AI. We base our research on trustworthy AI ethics guidelines 
formulated by the group and accepted by the European Commission. Thus, we focus on the knowledge of and the seven 
requirements for trustworthy AI. Further work carried out by the group and within the European AI alliance (EAI2020) 
translated each of these into a trustworthy AI assessment list for self-assessment, conveniently even available as a web 
tool (ALTAI2020), in cooperation with 350 stakeholders. Given the roughly 450 million people living in the EU, it is 
doubtful if the "common citizen" has been represented in this process (the list even includes persons from outside of 
Europe). Even the representation of people currently working with AI implementation is doubtful, given the number of 
researchers in the list of those that contributed. In other words, experts commented on an expert-based proposal. 
In future studies, we would like to investigate the positions of the common citizens of Europe. For now, we are exploring 
how those who currently develop AI-based systems for public organizations interpret and follow the items on the 
assessment list for trustworthy AI, i.e., we focus on the Ethics in Design, leaving the Ethics for Design and Ethics by  
Design for now (V. Dignum 2019 pp. 6-7 for an in-depth discussion of these three stances). 

We have just started our research, so the results are preliminary yet indicative of the current state of mind of those 
working on these public interest AI systems. The interviews we have conducted with representative informants show 
several challenges that ethical AI presents for organizations trying to implement AI in their workflow. Some of these 
challenges also require policy changes at an organizational level rather than the current national and international 
policies discussed to ensure best practices when developing and using responsible AI. 
One of the challenges we observed throughout the interviews has been the lack of documentation practices, especially 
on the datasets used to train the AI models. It seems that it stems from the culture among developers.  
Another challenge is the value tension between the different professional groups working together in the development 
projects. Values such as fairness are viewed as mathematical operations to be solved by some groups, while others try 
to "push" for understanding its deeper meanings. These value tensions provide opportunities for clarifying some ethical 
concepts and striving for more democratic decision-making among different working groups within the same 
organization. 

A third issue mentioned was the need for a more in-depth understanding of structural racism or bias in the relation 
between the socio-cultural context in which AI systems are developed and operate. Returning to the list of requirements 
for trustworthy AI, apart from issues of technical nature (item 2) and legal nature (item 7), all items are challenges only 
beginning to be met by current development practices. 

We are continuing our exploration into these and other critical challenges that ethical AI provides in different 
organizations. We believe that understanding how ethics is enacted through organizations' workflows could help develop 
more responsible AI approaches. The assessment list may raise awareness, but it is in danger of becoming an add-on 
tool to the development process consisting of boxes to be ticked unless it becomes part of the developers' backbones. 
Integrating ethics in, e.g., data scientists' training, is a step in this direction; however, this does not address the issue of 
"legacy developers", i.e., the large group of already active AI developers. 

We are interested in discussing our findings, ideas, and suggestions on how to address these. We also look forward to 
discussions on how to get the common citizen to the decision-making table regarding what is essential to consider when 
developing AI-based systems that concern them, how they can be an active part of the development process, and how 
they can have a sufficient level of control during the deployment of these systems.  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Mechanical Wisps: Research 
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Chalmers University of Technology 

The research introduced in this abstract is framed by the WASP-HS grant on “The rise of social drones: A constructive 
design research agenda”. The overarching project is grounded on the increasingly expanded use of unmanned aerial 
vehicles, particularly autonomous drones; which operate in public areas and spaces inhabited by humans, either users or 
bystanders. Our research group uses the term social drones to describe these applications, as defined by our literature 
review [2]; now further informed by an interview study conducted with professional drone pilots [5]. 
My focus is on domestic use, primarily in the home; targeted at children and their families. In the first phases of my PhD, 
my research is centered on companion drones as a sub-set of social drones. Companionship is a social role defined by 
the attributes, behaviours exhibited, and possible interactions with a social drone. Through a critical and speculative 
design [3, 1] approach, I suggest new perspectives on defining companion drones. Families themselves define the 
dynamics of the home, and to which extent technologies are used and adopted in domestics environments. The main 
target group is children for the following reasons:•Research has shown they are an understudied user group in human-
drone interaction [6].•There is a need to “prepare children for present and future developments in AI” [7], and drones offer 
an interesting platform to this end.•Technology is playing an increasing role in the lives of families, and a critical posture 
to their use is a necessity.To approach this particular context and user group, I am currently conducting two parallel sub-
projects: 
1. To design for children, we must consider a wider perspective of the responsible adults surrounding their lives. I 
propose extensive ethnographic studies with families with children, in their own contexts, connected to their use of and 
relationship to technology. To pilot these studies, I am conducting auto-ethnographic studies with my own family and 
children, using off-the-shelf drones and, later on, custom design probes. These studies are described in my submission 
to the HRI Pioneers workshop to be presented at the HRI’21 conference [4].2. Furthermore, to research the notion of a 
companion drone, I am leading a design project involving drones controlled by a user’s breathing patterns. Following a 
“Research through Design” approach, this drone is conceived as a tool for meditation and learning how to conduct 
breathing exercises, but should primarily exist as a provocation. The aim is to reach out to a wide audience of users, 
including children and people with varying levels of accessibility issues; introducing drones to their lives in innovative, 
playful, and critical ways. The intent is to explore how very simple human-computer interactions can create value in 
ground-laying terms and through basic inputs such as breathing; and how critical design can support discussion and 
understanding of the role of automated drones for personal use. As included in the aforementioned publication [4],the 
research questions are therefore summarised as: 

• How can critical design inform the redefinition of social drones as companions? 
• What factors of temporality in UX are relevant when designing personal companion drones within child-drone 

interaction? 
• What ethnographic methods are best suited to support a “Research through Design” approach to child-drone 

interaction? 

References 
[1] Jeffrey Bardzell and Shaowen Bardzell. “What is ”critical” about critical design?” In:Proceedings of the SIGCHI 
Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. New York, NY, USA: ACM, Apr. 2013 
2] Mehmet Aydın Bayta ̧s et al. “The design of social drones: A review of studies on autonomous flyers in inhabited 
environments”. In:Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems - Proceedings. NewYork, USA: ACM, May 2019 
[3] Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby. “Design Noir: The Secret Life of Electronic Objects.” London: August, 2001 
[4] Mafalda Gamboa et al. “Ritual Drones:Designing and Studying Critical Flying Companions”. In:Companion of the 
2021 ACM/IEEE International Conference on Human-Robot Interaction (HRI ’21 Companion). ACM/IEEE, 2021. 
[5] Sara Ljungblad et al. “What Matters in Professional Drone Pilots’ Practice? An Interview Study to Understand the 
Complexity of Their Work and Inform Human-Drone Interaction Research”. In:CHI Conference on Human Factors in 
Computing tems (CHI ’21). ACM, 2021. 
[6] Mohammad Obaid et al. “Domestic Drones: Context of Use in Research Literature”. In:Proceedings of the 
8thnternational Conference on Human-Agent Interaction (HAI ’20). HAI ’20. ACM, Nov. 2020 
[7] Unicef. “Policy guidance on AI for children”. In: (2020).url: https://www.unicef.org/globalinsight/featured-projects/ai-
children 
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Bodies as Mirroring Identities: 
Designing care robots 
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Providing effective care services is vital to maintaining the health and quality of life of the youngest and elderly and a 
necessary condition for achieving the 2030 Agenda and its Sustainable Development Goals. It is estimated that around 
50% of European citizens will live at least 100 years old (1). Thus, care robots are projected as reachable solutions for 
fulfilling the demand for health professionals and reducing the unequal division of family care responsibilities, diminishing 
class and gender inequalities (2). 

As such, companion robots should adjust to the cultural norms of potential users. Users need more than masculine and 
feminine dichotomies to feel identified with care robots. On the contrary, it is my perception that to develop natural 
human-robot interactions, there is a need to fully explore diversity approaches, for example by assigning multicultural 
names to robots to address non-Western realities , or attributing behavioral cues of ethnicity on robot characters (3). 
Users’ age, gender, education, socio-economic backgrounds and other situational factors, like the places where 
companion robots will operate, are elements that designers need to consider in order to effectively meet the robots users
´ needs. Otherwise, robots risk failing the tasks for which they were designed. 

Considering this, my project aims to establish the connection between the design of gendered and/or gender-neutral 
companion robots, and the creation of caring and affective interactions. It would identify as well, the best properties of the 
covering materials for producing closer human-robot interactions. 
To do this, it expands on Reeves and Nass’ media equation theory (4) to answer two main questions, each of them 
complemented by a subset of secondary questions addressed to generate new knowledge on companion robots. To do 
this, some of the questions to be explored are: 

• Can robots´ ethnicity cues, designs and touch sensations produce or influence caring and affective emotions  
during human-robot interactions 

• What are the effects of gender-neutral robots on their users? 
• Are they still seen as “capable of relating” emotionally and socially? 
• How do humans read and perceive robots without a defined gender identity nor personality? 

Through a mixed approach of quantitative and qualitative methods and partnerships with technology research labs & AI 
laboratory groups, this project intends to be an innovative research for obtaining data that can help to determine the 
effect that gendered and gender-neutral robots have on users and modern society. A thorough gender analysis will show 
the relationship between designs, ethnicity, abilities and gender for assigning identities and personalities to gendered and 
gender-neutral robots. Moreover, the tests results will contribute to create a data bank disaggregated by gender, age, 
education and socio-cultural backgrounds for better understanding users´ needs. The results of these analyses will be 
translated into data that could help designers in the creation of suitable and accepted gendered and gender-neutral 
companion robots depending on the intended users and the places where robots will operate. Finally, the research is 
meant to nourish the dialogue between human and societal aspects of robots bodies´ designs and understanding 
approachable interactions through socio-gender schemata. 
Bibliography: 

(1) Wendin, Karin & Mjörnell, Kristina & Kylefors, Martin. (2014). “An Ageing Population – National Strategic Research 
Agenda Final Report.” SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden. 

(2) Deusdad, Blanca & Pace, Charles & Anttonen, Anneli. (2017). “Introduction. Facing the challenges in the 
development of Long-term Care for older people in Europe in an economic crisis context” in Journal of Social Service 
Research, pp. 144-150. 

(3) Makatchev, Maxim & Simmons, Reid & Sakr, Majd & Ziadee, Micheline. (2013). “Expressing Ethnicity through 
Behaviors of a Robot Character”, pp. 357-364. 

(4) Reeves, Byron & Nass, Clifford. (1996). “The Media Equation: How People Treat Computers, Television, and New 
Media Like Real People and Pla.” In Bibliovault OAI Repository, the University of Chicago Press 
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The spread of artificial intelligence (AI) and autonomous technologies within the field of human-computer interaction 
(HCI) has stoked debate surrounding the ethical implications of our interactions with these technologies. Ethics is 
generally regarded as a regulatory concern, either as a legislative approach to technological governance or an arbitrary 
checklist of concerns to be addressed during the design process [5]. Yet, as emerging technologies offer new ways of 
mediating and extending our relationship with the world, they also present a unique means of supporting people’s 
capabilities and freedoms in creating lives that hold value. 

Developments in robotics, drones and the wider field of AI allow us to interact with digital materials in novel ways. This, 
combined with advances in wearables and the miniaturization of computers, sensors and actuators let these autonomous 
technologies come ever closer to our bodies. Therefore, this project foregrounds the alternative conceptualisation of a 
corporeal ethics to expand the conversation on ethics in both AI and HCI to foreground the lived body. We adopt the 
position that the body is our ‘tool of tools’ for interacting with the world and as such, freedom to achieve wellbeing is of 
primary moral importance [4]. This is grounded in the philosophy of somaesthetics, and “blends aesthesis, cognition, and 
praxis to address some of philosophy’s most central aims: knowledge, right action, happiness, and justice” [6]. As 
somaesthetics positions the body as our ’somatic template’ for fostering empathy and compassion toward others, the 
cultivation of the body becomes not simply an aesthetic pursuit but also an ethical one. 

Through somaesthetic interaction design (or soma design) methods, we are exploring how ethics is enacted and unfolds 
in assemblages of humans and autonomous technologies. Soma design urges practitioners to engage deeply with felt 
experience as a way of understanding values, meaning-making processes, ethics and ways of engaging with the world 
[3]. We are currently focusing on aerial drones, an evocative technology that has previously been shown to shape the 
bodies and support the capabilities and freedoms of artists and performers [1,2]. 

During this process, we aim to further develop and define the qualities of a corporeal ethics and how it can play a rich, 
generative role in the process of designing interactions with drones. We further aim to use this conceptualization to 
generate new knowledge and methods for practitioners designing autonomous technologies. Ultimately, we hope this will 
contribute to discussions on ethics in both AI and HCI with a new corporeal approach to ethics centred around the lived 
body, capabilities, freedoms and values. Currently, this project is in the preliminary stages of a literature review of ethical 
perspectives in HCI design and has participated in a workshop at the ACM Conference on Computer Supported 
Cooperative Work 2020. Ongoing work includes design activities focused on autonomous technologies as an alterity with 
which we have a corporeal relationship, and forthcoming international collaborations around ethics and design. 
This PhD project is part of a wider, interdisciplinary collaboration between interaction design and social science aimed at 
understanding how ethics are enacted and shaped in the design of and our relationship with autonomous technologies. I 
would like to acknowledge Professor Kristina Höök, Docent Airi Lampinen and WASP-HS PhD student Kristina Popova 
as part of this research enquiry. 

1.      Sara Eriksson, Kristina Höök, Richard Shusterman, Dag Svanaes, Carl Unander-Scharin, and Åsa Unander-
Scharin. 2020. Ethics in Movement: Shaping and Being Shaped in Human-Drone Interaction. Proceedings of the 
2020 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, Association for Computing Machinery, 14. 

2.      Sara Eriksson, Åsa Unander-Scharin, Vincent Trichon, Carl Unander-Scharin, Hedvig Kjellström, and Kristina 
Höök. 2019. Dancing With Drones: Crafting Novel Artistic Expressions Through Intercorporeality. Proceedings of 
the 2019 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, Association for Computing Machinery, 1–12. 

3.      Kristina Höök. 2018. Designing with the Body: Somaesthetic Interaction Design. MIT Press. 
4.      Ingrid Robeyns. 2017. Wellbeing, Freedom and Social Justice: The Capability Approach Re-Examined. Open 

Book Publishers. 
5.      Katie Shilton. 2018. Values and Ethics in Human-Computer Interaction. Foundations and Trends® in Human–

Computer Interaction 12, 2: 107–171. 
6.      Richard Shusterman. 2008. Body consciousness: A philosophy of mindfulness and somaesthetics. Cambridge 

University Press. 
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Law enforcement and intelligence agencies are actively using AI-enabled tools (image recognition, video surveillance, 
behaviour recognition) in their decision-making processes which could violate the individuals’ right to privacy. Although 
surveillance could be justified when it facilitates state obligations regarding the protection of the public order, crime 
prevention and national security, such technologies can become a means of control. What could potentially add to the 
existing surveillance measures is that with the arrival of quantum computers, governments will collect and evaluate data 
much faster than before. Because of the terabytes of extra data, quantum algorithms will store, analyse and retrieve data 
in milliseconds and create a paradigm shift in surveillance practices. As such, it is crucial to analyse existing legal 
frameworks in democratic societies as well as the courts’ decisions to see whether adequate safeguards exist to protect 
people. 

Consequences of AI’s proliferation could become more detrimental to privacy rights when there are different approaches 
in constitutions concerning how law enforcement could use surveillance measures. While some constitutional 
frameworks limit surveillance practices, others seem to be more permissive. For instance, according to the German 
constitution, in order for smart law enforcement to be constitutional, specific legislative authorisation is required for the 
police to intercept communication or gather personal data on individuals. Such legislation must allow the police only to 
carry out surveillance measures on citizens where some sort of person or place suspicion has been already detected. 
The police cannot carry out technologically enhanced surveillance randomly on the citizen since it will violate the right to 
informational self-determination recognised by the German constitutional court.  Whereas in the US, the only 
constitutional protection against surveillance is the Fourth Amendment which does not apply to the citizens’ public 
conducts, and as long as the data is generated in some form of public, surveillance could occur. So, citizens cannot 
expect the protection of their privacy rights related to their public conduct, which increases the uncertainty of privacy 
expectations in the age of modern surveillance technologies. As such, there would be a need to first have a comparative 
examination of the privacy in different jurisdictions as it would help people around the world ask for better protection. 
Comparative legal analysis of national legislation of the right to privacy and its definitions would help understand the 
scope and meaning of privacy in democratic societies to see when it fails/succeeds and how to best address privacy 
issues globally.    

Similarly, assessing the safeguards provided by the ECtHR and the ECHR would help to see if the traditional protections 
could be used in algorithmic surveillance. For instance, the ECtHR has provided some safeguards (the nature of 
offences which could result in an interception order, the procedure after storing/analysing the data etc.) which have to be 
set out in domestic law to prevent abuses of surveillance power. However, these safeguards are set for individualised 
surveillance, and while that might sound straightforward, generalised algorithmic surveillance poses new challenges.  For 
example, in Weber and Saravia v. Germany , certain filtering words (e.g., bomb) as a safeguard had to be used under 
German law when German nationals’ telecommunication were to be subject to generalised surveillance and information 
were filtered by pre-determined selectors. The mentioned method could be seen as a minimisation technique that 
reduces the scope of intrusive acts of government and meets the proportionality requirement by the ECHR.However, 
when it comes to algorithms, it is challenging to use the safeguard of pre-determined selectors in the complex algorithms 
since eventual criteria for selection are not possible to foresee, and algorithm-based machine learning techniques might 
reveal unrecognisable patterns and more accurate determinations through dynamic refining of selectors.  Accordingly, 
the issue here is how the ECHR’s proportionality and foreseeability requirements could be met in such circumstances. 
Also, under the notification safeguard, governments must inform persons subject to surveillance as soon as the measure 
terminates. The assumption here is that the victim of surveillance could be identified as the applicant should be known in 
order for the government to send the notification and for her to exercise her redress rights. How is it possible to 
implement the notification requirement when systematic surveillance measures are not addressed to certain individuals 
but to any individual who satisfies a given set of parameters? As such, looking at the court decisions and the ECHR 
would help to identify if the traditional surveillance safeguards are compatible with the algorithmic surveillance. 
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One of the challenges in the field of artificial intelligence is understanding how humans organize their activities as 
technology becomes more socially intelligent. This project will examine the role of digital companions as social 
actors in decreasing users' stress and improving their well-being. More specifically, we will address three 
problems: 

1. How can systemic theories about human behaviour and motivation inform and advance the 
knowledge models, reasoning models, and automated learning of the digital companion? 

2. What are the effects on activity, health, and emotional well-being of the individual participating in 
verbal and non-verbal dialogues with a socially intelligent digital companion that adapts to the 
individual and the current situation? 

3. What do collaboration and cooperation with the digital companion mean to the individual and how to 
balance initiative, autonomy, responsibility, and conflicting goals? 

Stress is prominent all across the world, even in some of the most progressive countries such as Sweden, 
Norway, and Iceland. As the prevalence of stress-related conditions continues to rise, learning to manage and 
cope with stress will become vital to maintaining societal well-being, especially as the balance between work and 
home life blur with remote work becoming more commonplace. Many studies have shown that stress can lead to 
various health problems and negative life experiences, including a higher risk of heart attack and stroke, loss in 
productivity, workplace unhappiness, and sometimes even divorce. Thus, it is necessary for individuals to learn 
what causes their stress and how they can manage it before it overwhelms their lives. A digital companion may be 
able to aid an individual in this endeavor. 
Drawing on prior research and theories such as Self-Determination Theory and Activity Theory, we will explore the 
role of the digital companion and the human-companion relationship with respect to communication, coordination, 
agreement, trust, and transparency. Self-Determination Theory compares the benefits of intrinsic versus extrinsic 
motivation for behavior change. Activity theory describes the interactions or activities between an individual and 
their environment in order to understand the mental processes of the individual. These activities are influenced by 
multiple variables, including the individual's previous experiences and interactions with other people or objects, as 
well as their knowledge, culture, community, motivations, personality, and other aspects of the individual's life. 
  
We plan to use various research methods, including quantitative and qualitative surveys and content analyses. 
We also wish to embed the digital companion in individuals' daily lives. Using a user-centered design, individuals 
will co-design the appearance and behaviour of the digital companion through the use of participatory action 
research methodologies such as co-design workshops as well as partly actual, partly simulated, and partly Wizard 
of Oz methodologies. These workshops will provide individuals with more autonomy and influence over the 
companion. They will be divided into two phases. In the first phase, we will examine current social practices for 
managing and coping with stress, how the digital companion can be a social actor in the users’ daily lives, how 
the human and the digital companion interact, and which strategies can be used to motivate users to manage 
their stress. In the second phase, we will assess users' daily activities and behaviors as well as how the human 
and digital companion develop and manage coordination, agreements, trust, transparency, motivation, and 
conflicting goals. We also wish to model knowledge and behavior relating to stress. 
In order to be successful, we will need to tackle stress with two different approaches. The first is diagnostic. We 
will develop AI methods to assess when stress occurs, what causes it, and how individuals relieve it. The second 
approach is preventative, in which we will assess various methods that the system can use for collaborating with 
the individual. Once a more solid model of stress in an individual can be built by a system, the system can be 
more proactive, assisting individuals in beating stress before it overwhelms their lives. As artificial intelligence 
continues to grow and evolve, we hope to be able to provide individuals with the knowledge and tools to cope with 
their stress and improve their well-being for the long-term.  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In conventional projection radiography, a fixed point is used for the detector with the risk that other structures may 
also cause pathologies to be uncertain. X-ray computed tomography (CT) is capable of mapping human anatomy 
in 3D. CT images are obtained by moving the detector around the patient. CT tests are more expensive and 
expose the patient to high levels of ionizing radiation, which increases the patient’s risk of developing cancer or 
birth defects in their offspring.   

The project aims to develop and validate an algorithm that can produce CT quality images based on the more 
available and convenient CTS (Chest tomosynthesis) technology which acquire information from only a few 
angles and thereafter reconstructing the three-dimensional anatomy into a stack of images. This outcome would 
imply lowered cost and reduced radiation burden for patients, while maintaining a constant level of diagnostic 
accuracy. CTS combines the advantages of conventional projection radiography with those of CT. The project also 
includes an analysis of the level of trust instilled in the new system by medical practitioners. This leads towards 
the concept of a Responsible Artificial Intelligence, a methodology for the implementation of AI methods in real 
world organization with fairness, model explainability and accountability at its core. Important AI principles such as 
fairness, privacy, and accountability must be carefully addressed in practice in this regard.   
To achieve this goal following tasks will be conducted:  

1. Prepare materials, build and train a GAN (Generative Adversarial Networks) to output some preliminary 
synthetic CT. 

2. Iteratively evaluate and modify the GAN to ensure that the quality reaches a level deemed acceptable by 
radiologists. 

3. Perform a detection study on SCAPIS (SwedishCArdioPulmonaryBioImageStudy) participants who had 
pulmonary nodules on CT. Compare standard CTS, CTS-based synthetic CT, and standard CT on measures 
of diagnostic performance (receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis). 

4. Continuously document the process of development and implementation of this system to enable an analysis 
of the level of trust put into the new system by the medical practitioners.  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Contextual communication consists in placing online messaging in relevant media contexts. Recent advances in media 
AI makes contextual communication viable at a global scale, and at the granularity of individual viewings. The most 
common example is contextual advertising, where automated trading systems use information about the media context 
when bidding for advertising space.  

Contextual advertising benefits, in principle, all stakeholders: It allows advertisers to maintain a constant presence in 
their target categories. It offers consumers relevant messaging without integrity infringement, because the technology 
does not rely on personal data or behavioural tracking. It raises the value of the publishers’ ad space, as the contextual 
information decreases uncertainty, which is known to result in higher bids [1]. There are also democratic advantages: 
Contextual advertising treats consumers who request the same content equally, using identical messaging and thus 
avoiding the reinforcement of bias linked to the use of personal data in personalised advertising [2]. If however, 
contextual advertising is used in combination with personalised advertising, serious risks arise that are linked to privacy 
and democracy: The advertiser will not only know who the reader is, but also what they are reading, and can exploit this 
information for their own purposes. 

Our research questions concern the societal implications of AI-driven contextual communication, in particular how the 
technology can be used to communicate effectively and the democratic implications of contextual communication. The 
following research questions will guide our research:  (i) what are the dominating factors that govern the effectiveness of 
contextual communication and (ii) how does AI-driven contextual communication, when used in political communication, 
affect the functioning of democratic processes? The main result is an empirically grounded theory of AI-driven contextual 
communication.  

In an ongoing study, we investigate the effect of placing display advertisements adjacent to blocklisted news articles. 
Blocklisting is a practice among media buyers, where websites are eliminated based on the presence of keywords that 
the buyer does not wish to be associated with. There is a concern  that advertising alongside controversial content may 
hurt consumers' perception of the advertiser’s brand, or affect the performance of the placed advertisement negatively. 
News journalism reports on issues and events that are in the focal point of public interest, many of which are contentious 
and controversial. Ad-blocklisting threatens to hit publications’ revenues and could fundamentally alter news journalism 
as an industry, by creating incentives to produce articles that cover less controversial topics than hard news. 
In the blocklisting study, we will conduct user experiments where participants are presented with news articles with 
different advertisements placed alongside, whereupon we test for brand attitude and ad recall. In addition, we partner 
with media purchasing companies to study ad effectiveness measured through click-through-rate (CTR). Initially, random 
advertisements will be placed alongside the blacklisted articles. As a second step, we will study the effect of adapting the 
advertising message to the blacklisted content by using advertisements that have been designed to complement the 
specific controversial contexts. 

As a future project, we plan for a sandbox model; a simulated auction environment where experiments and evaluation of 
algorithms developed for contextual advertising can be performed. The controlled environment of the sandbox allows for 
the comparison of advertising strategies under the same conditions at no cost. Contextual information will inform an 
advertising agent where to place ads, and a reward in the form of clicks is provided to evaluate the placement of the 
advertisement. The click reward will be based on historic advertising performance. To validate experimental results from 
the sandbox environment, the developed algorithms will be tested in online advertising. The described initial research 
tasks address the research question concerning the efficiency of contextual communication. Discussions with research 
partners about research topics, collaborations and sources of media data are ongoing in order to define tasks and 
experiments that focus on the second research question concerning the democratic implications of AI-driven contextual 
communication. 

[1] J. C. Bergstrom, J. R. Stoll, and A. Randall. “Information Effects in Contingent Markets”. In: American Journal of 
Agricultural Eco. 71.3 (1989), pp. 685–691. 

[2] S. C. Matz, R. E. Appel, and M. Kosinski. “Privacy in the age of psychological targeting”. In: Current Opinion in 
Psychology 31 (2020). Privacy and Disclosure, Online and in Social Interactions, pp. 116–121 
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Social simulations can be a powerful tool for decision makers. However, in order for  the social simulation to be effective, 
they should be socially realistic. Complex social concepts, such as social rules, have to be represented appropriately. 
This contributes to better decision making by the stakeholders involved in the situation for which the simulation is 
developed. E. g. how does it support decision makers to make better strategies in the COVID-19 crisis.  

Limiting the amount of people that are allowed in shops simultaneously, for example, has different consequences for 
shop owners and customers. Customers might need  to plan more time for shopping, whereas shop owners need to 
ensure to they adhere to the (legal) norm. To do so, they can require their customers to reserve a time slot for shopping 
at their store. This raises the question of how to model it and who is responsible to control that people are sticking to their 
timeslots. The responsibility can be with the shop personnel to control their customers upon entry or an automated door 
with a QR-code scanner can be used, which would shift the responsibility to the customers. This shows that norms are 
not only restrictions but can trigger new behavior. To model such behavior represents one of the key challenges in this 
research.  

The interaction with such a social rule, like this norm, can also lead to new emergent behavior and affect other rules, 
such as social practices or habits, connected to shopping. These effects must be made visible and explained to the user. 
This is another key challenge in this research.   

Rules, such as norms, do not only emerge from socially accepted behavior (social norm). They can also be imposed 
(legal norm). When changing a social rule or adding a new one, users must be supported appropriately by the system. 
They must be able to play with the simulation to see different variations of what they want to do and to adapt norms on 
the fly.   

However, this is currently not possible. Such a hardwiring of norms presents a big problem. It increases the risk that the 
simulation is too strongly tailored  for specific stakeholders and not useful for other stakeholders. This is especially 
important for policy makers if they want to change the norms radically and observe their effects. To enable them to do so, 
norms and other social rules must be represented as objects in the simulation and not just as rules and regulators.     

A high level of explainability is also very crucial here. It is important to explain to the user why something is happening. 
Different stakeholders look differently at a social rule. This can influence the outcome of the model. Their viewpoints and 
how they are realized in the simulation must be explained appropriately. Changes to the rules need to be highlighted as 
well and cannot just disappear in the code.   

A balanced level of complexity is also important. Limiting the amount of people in the shop might reduce the number of 
infections in the shop. However, if the overall number of infections does not go down, the model needs to explain why 
this is happening and enable users to tackle this problem. Influencing factors, such as queuing in front of the store, might 
not to be represented appropriately in the simulation if the simulation is too simple. However, if the model is too complex, 
it is not usable by stakeholders, as they might miss the necessary computing power. This makes it important to make the 
limitations of the simulation clear. Otherwise, it is possible that users interpret too much in what they see is happening 
and attribute capabilities to the agents that are not there.  

This project looks at AI as a facilitating technology for human decision making rather than replacing the human decision 
making. This will shed new light on the role of AI and what kind of requirements it needs. It can also highlight the dangers 
of using simple AI based models for decision support and show how the use of more advanced AI tools will support the 
persons, in this case stakeholders and other decision makers, with their problems in the real world. Furthermore, this 
research is part of the project of creating an agent-based social simulation platform for socially aware AI.  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Bullet with butterfly wings:  
AI-fuelled social media, borders, 
and radical right-wing populism 
Pasko Kisic Merino  
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Karlstad University 

Over the past decade, critical political developments in Western societies have been increasingly associated with the 
expansion of social media technologies. Key political events, such as the election of Donald Trump in 2016, Brexit, the 
2018 Swedish elections and, more generally, the expansion of radical right-wing populism (RRWP) in Europe and the US 
have been linked to the massification of social media. The sophistication of social media through Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
has affected the ways in which politics and borders are understood, and the ways in which mediating communication 
processes affect democracies.  

The aim of this research project is to address the relationship between AI, new media technologies and bordering in 
contexts of political crises in democratic systems. Specifically, I will focus on how Facebook and Twitter’s AI influence the 
ways in which RRW populists (re)form their sociopolitical identities by i) repurposing old media logics, ii) disrupting the 
centralised control of mass media over political communications, and iii) by (re)drawing borders. Borders in this project 
are understood as psycho-political means of dynamic separation and differentiation between individuals, groups and 
ideologies that influence power and agential dynamics. Through the unique capability of social media to funnel 
misinformation and disinformation, identity alterations greatly affect how borders are (re)conceptualised and 
operationalised at the individual, societal, and international level.  
Considering this aim, the main research question of this project is: how does AI-fuelled social media shape the 
representation and operationalisation of borders as sociocultural and psycho-political constructs in the discourse of 
RRWP? 

AI-fuelled sociopolitical disruptiveness represents a threat to democracies, which demands a more nuanced 
understanding of the relationship between technological progression and sociopolitical change from an elusive 
perspective: that of RRWP online activists. In this sense, the contribution of this research project is twofold. First, few 
studies have bridged the debates on bordering, critical theory of technology, and hybrid media systems. This theoretical 
nexus has seldom used the relationship between AI and sociopolitical change as an analytical framework that can 
elucidate the effects that technology has on contemporary societies and democracies. Second, I will develop a mixed-
methods approach designed to understand how symbolic representation and discursive meaning found in RRWP social 
media affect the way in which influence patterns develop between social networks, political discourses, and political 
actors.  

In my analysis, I will address a specific form of AI in social media: artificial neural networks (ANN). I will frame the ANN 
analysis on a system where specific functions related to “black boxes” (closed algorithmic processes) are traceable due 
to direct human interaction: “hybrid black boxes” (HBB). HBB are AI systems which, at several stages of processing and 
performance (e.g., when detecting and handling extremist content), are affected by human counterparts. The constant 
interaction between AI and human moderators allows a higher degree of interpretation on how the AI is deciding on 
dissemination and moderation of politically-charged content. The analysis of these “interpretative” HBB systems will 
contribute to our main research project by engaging with how i) biased information in social media affects the decision-
making and attitude-forming process of individuals and groups; and ii) how social network analysis methods interact with 
quantitative and qualitative text analysis methods in terms of the bias inherent in hybrid systems 

Methodologically, I will engage with qualitative and quantitative text analysis of social media threads in contexts of 
political crises in the US, Brazil and Sweden. I will identify key RRWP social networks and “political influencers” that 
guide and trigger discursive entanglements between individuals and networks. I will develop a mixed-methodological 
approach based on three interlocking methods. These will allow me to address the relationship between AI-fuelled social 
media and RRWP bordering practices by focusing on language and symbology (netnography), discursive meaning 
(discourse analysis), and influence and structural change (social network analysis). An early application addresses how 
terms used in political spheres in social media – e.g., “liberal”, “patriot” or “left” – are conceptualised in political 
discourses, and how these discourses are funnelled through microtargeting AI algorithms in the three different countries 
and crisis contexts. Further, we aim to examine how these different “popular” conceptualisations contrast with those 
utilised by traditional political actors, both within and between countries and crisis contexts. 
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Robots are quickly becoming a part of society, not just in factory and maintenance work, but also in more social and 
unstructured situations. They can be seen in our homes as vacuum cleaners and lawnmowers, on our roads as self-
driving cars, and even as receptionists and supermarket greeters. As they become more tightly integrated with humans, it 
becomes increasingly important to find ways of establishing a trust relation between humans and robots. A factory worker 
needs to be able to trust that their robotic working partner will not violently fail and cause damage to personnel and 
property. Similarly, a visitor must be able to trust that a robotic receptionist understands their request for directions to a 
meeting room. However, as these robots become increasingly autonomous, there is additional importance for the robots 
to be able to reciprocate and even withdraw from, the trust relation. The robotic receptionist must be able to trust that the 
person asking for directions is actually on their way to a meeting, and not someone with ill intent. 

The trust relation between humans and robots is also of a highly ethical nature. It is a central part of the interaction 
between humans and our behaviour changes depending on if we consider the other party trustworthy and part of our 
group or not. By studying how the interaction between humans and robots might change as a result of a working, bi-
directional, trust relation we can thus gain some insight into how life and society might change as a result of the ongoing 
introduction of autonomous systems in daily life. 

The goal of the project is thus to investigate how trust relations can be established between humans and robots, how the 
trust relation changes their interaction, and identify the signals and behaviours that are used. The main focus will be on 
the part non-verbal cues play, such as appearance, proximity, gaze, and pupil dilation. Additionally, the project will 
investigate which aspects of a robot leads to it being trusted and welcomed into, or distrusted and rejected from, an in-
group such as a family or work group. 

Establishing a framework or methodology for evaluating the trust relation between humans and robots is an important  
first step. This would allow us to empirically test how different social cues impact trust relations. There has been some 
success in evaluating human-human trust relations as a function of the amount of money invested in another person in a 
two-player investment game. The more money invested in the other person, the more trust should exist between them. 
Whether or not such a test would be appropriate for evaluating human-robot trust relations is unknown, however 

A method that we believe to be more suited for measuring human-robot trust is to perform controlled experiments where 
the variables are the signals and/or behaviours that are believed to impact trust. A human subject would be presented 
with two or more robotic partners, each exhibiting some variation of the signal or behaviour that is being tested, for 
example, three robots with pupils dilated different amounts. The subject is then asked to choose which robot they trust 
more. To contextualize the choice, the robots can be accompanied with some statement, such as "I will double your 
money" or "I am not evil". An advantage of this method is that it could work in an online setting, increasing the available 
amount and diversity of human subjects. The online setting would also give access to demographics that would 
otherwise be unavailable, potentially allowing us to study how culture might affect human-robot interaction and trust. 

Once a methodology has been established we will be able to use it to evaluate the impact that any number of variables 
has on how humans perceive signals of trust in robots. Pupil dilation, gaze, and behaviour are, for example, all possible 
to evaluate. We will also compare results between physical and online experiments. Running online experiments allow 
for much more control of the interaction between the subject and the robots, but the sense of realism that is gained from 
sitting "face-to-face" with a robot might be lost. On the other hand, physical experiments could allow the subject to see 
the "cracks" in the illusion, for example when the robot does not meet their gaze or respond to a wave. 
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In-corpo-real robot-dreams: 
Empathy, skin, and boundaries 
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Background 
Empathy, like most social characteristics, is a challenging concept to abstract and quantify for robotic systems. The 
interdependency of seemingly countless variables is still barely understood in humans. In psychological models of 
empathy, an on-going discussion is to delineate the concept in its relation to others such as compassion, perspective-
taking, or emotional contagion. An important aspect seems to be the embodiment and interaction of the self and the other 
in modulating cognitive and affective processing paths (Decety & Lamm, 2006). But the notion of the self poses 
questions for the subjectivity of the robot-body. 
Current research in social robotics is using anthropomorphism in robots to enhance empathy. The literature is concerned 
with either humans’ empathy towards robots or the robot’s ability to be recognised as empathic. This suggests a 
distinction of who can be empathic and who can only imitate it.  However, anthropomorphising robots can be 
counterproductive in some situations (e.g. disclosing embarrassing thoughts, situations of urgency; Złotowski et al., 
2015) and biased towards normative depictions of gender and race (Sparrow, 2020). 

Aim 
A strand of feminist philosophy, called New Materialism, advocates for a different onto-epistemological commitment in 
understanding complex phenomena. Through this lens, the ontology and epistemology of things are conceived as a 
dynamic entanglement of material-discursive phenomena (Barad, 2007). This allows to think flexibly and creatively about 
ethical concerns in constantly changing contexts. It promotes a rethinking of fixed binaries to challenge normative 
practices (St. Pierre et al., 2016). This might offer a way to "do" human-robot-interaction (HRI) differently. 
My aim is to explore the ethical implementation of empathy in HRI, without relying on anthropomorphisation and opaque, 
anthropocentric models of empathy. Instead, I want to investigate human/non-human and self/other binaries and focus 
on the crossing of their boundaries as an empathic process, conceptually and physically. This divides my project into two 
research endeavours:  
RQ1: How are material-discursive boundaries established in our knowledge about having a body, feeling empathy, and 
sensations of being human? 
RQ2: How can abstractions of knowledge inspire a more ethical model for HRI that is not primarily based on vision but 
instead considers space, context, and touch? 

Method 
For my project, the concept of the skin barrier will be a central theoretical and methodological tool for dissolving and 
reconstructing boundaries. I am inspired by feminist writers such as Donna Haraway who asks in her cyborg manifesto: 
“Why should our bodies end at the skin, or include at best other beings encapsulated by skin?” (1991). Also, Sara Ahmed 
(2004) describes how emotions leave impressions on the skin which mediates between inside and outside to create the 
experience of a body. The skin becomes a visible, tangible boundary of the human self. As a tool it is an exploration of 
layers of knowledge and meaning making and the hardening of knowledge which I call “keratinisation”. 
For RQ1, I plan a diffractive analysis of apparatuses which are commonly used to study human responses. In particular, I 
am interested in the crossing of boundaries in psychophysiological measurements of the skin (e.g. EEG, EMG) in studies 
about empathy in order to understand the binary boundaries of human/non-human and self/other. 
For RQ2, I want to elaborate on the idea of keratinisation to integrate context and touch as an empathic process in HRI. 
The theory of skin layers and the biological process of keratinization allow a microscopic examination of the co-
construction of material-discursive robot-bodies and robotic skin. 
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In this project, we are investigating to what extent and how AI can be designed and used to behave in line with ethical 
principles and social values. In particular, we aim to investigate the impact of AI systems on self-determination and on 
democratic processes and values. We approach this challenge by first analyzing the expectations of people about the 
ethical and societal impact of AI, on how AI will lead to novel models of democracy, and on the capability of people to 
exert their right to self-determination. We will then develop computational theories and methods to design and evaluate 
AI applications such that they meet societal and ethical needs and expectations. We will evaluate these systems in a 
simulation environment that enables us to create synthetic communities of artificial agents and test the resulting social 
behavior as these agents interact with each other and with AI systems. 

In the context of democratic decision-making, one of the main challenges is how to combine individual preferences or 
choices in order to satisfy everyone's will. Studies show that values can be important drivers of individual choices, but 
only a few studies explore the idea of value-based decisions in the context of collective decision-making. The purpose of 
this initial work is to investigate which methods can be used to support collective decision-making processes by 
aggregating value-based preferences of multiple individuals and how those methods compare to each other. Using 
agent-based simulation, different methods are compared, based on the satisfaction of individuals regarding their values, 
according to two criteria: collective satisfaction and satisfaction balance. The results show that there is a trade-off 
between maximizing collective satisfaction and maintaining a certain balance between individuals' satisfaction levels and 
that the most common voting systems tend to favor maximization over balance. 
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The purpose of the PhD project is to ethnographically investigate the consequences of introducing AI in the biosciences. 
The main analytical aim is to explore how quantified rationalities are counterpoised with human judgment in practice. 
How do actors struggle with questions such as the automation of tasks, inscription of values in AI, automatic 
classification of objects, responsibility, and accountability. Of particular interest is the automatic classification of “life” in 
the context of autonomous systems. Empirically, the project investigates the construction and use of automatic systems 
for classification of objects as “living” in for example biology, medicine, or warfare. 
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Corporeal ethics of aerial drones: 
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Technologies have long played a central role in social development, but only recently have they become pervasive in 
every sphere of our life including leisure, communication and policymaking. In the field of HCI, the expansion of 
technologies outside workplaces has created a demand for theoretical frameworks that would go beyond efficiency, 
functionality, and usability as the main criteria for evaluating technology. Addressing these demands, this project aims to 
provide an empirically grounded answer to the question of what does it mean to design technology for a better life.  

Aerial Drones 
To investigate ethical problems empirically, the project will start from discussing aerial drones. The first ethical 
discussions around drones have been initially related to drones as warfare technology (Suchman 2015). The expansion 
of drones beyond warfare has brought up new topics such as privacy and re-distribution of common goods (Miah 2020). 
Besides commercial drones used for transportation, data collection and even forestry, there are now drones designed for 
artistic performances and meditations (Eriksson et al. 2020; La Delfa et al. 2020). New spheres of drone application bring 
up novel ethical issues, which would be covered in this PhD study. 

Theoretical stance 
While ethics is often understood as rules and guidelines externally regulating technology, this project understands ethics 
as possibilities informing the design and use of technology, often in implicit ways. Drawing on post-phenomenology (Ihde 
1990), STS, and mediation approach to technology (Suchman 2015) we assume that technology is not neutral but 
inherently moral. Even in the absence of discussions on ethics, technology is moral as it bears a possibility to define its 
user by facilitating certain practices and restricting others. However, technology is not deterministic; it can acquire new 
moral qualities when being transformed and appropriated by users. Our theoretical position implies that ethics of 
technology is enacted both through design and use of technology, and these processes should be studied empirically.   

Empirical part 
The empirical part of this PhD project will be devoted to investigating the following questions: 
-       What are the ethics articulated by designers developing drones? 
-       How does ethics get embedded in technology throughout the design process? 
-       How is ethics enacted in the interaction between users and technologies in experimental and workplace settings, 
i.e., how does technology affect its users, when it is released ‘into the wild’?  

The data will be collected through ethnographic observations and interviews with drone designers working within HCI 
and the industry. In order to capture ongoing live interaction between human and technology, we will rely on video-based 
ethnography alongside autoethnographic method, when the researcher gets involved in and experiences the design and 
use process. We will use research-through-design methodology to explore differences in ethics informing the design of 
drones. Empirical work will be aimed at demonstrating how the morality of technology emerges in the interplay between 
articulated ethical principles of designers, details of the design process, and the use of technology.  
Implications 
The following project aims to contribute to the fields of HCI and CSCW with empirically grounded analysis of ethics and 
morality of technology. The project will enhance conceptual clarity by laying out different ethical stances within HCI and 
outlining the position of soma design ethics (Höök 2018) (Eriksson et al. 2020) in this domain. It will provide a data-driven 
understanding of the mechanism by which ethics is enacted in design and interaction with technology. Last but not least, 
the project will demonstrate how corporeal ethics of soma design can inform new understanding of technology and 
problematize corporeal aspects of interaction with technology, which have not been considered ethical in the past.  
  
Acknowledgements: This PhD project is part of a WASP-HS project Ethics as Enacted through movement: Shaping and 
Being Shaped by Autonomous Technology. The project participants are Professor Kristina Höök, Docent Airi Lampinen 
and WASP-HS PhD student Rachael Garrett. 
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The labor market is constantly changing and has experienced systematic shifts in the occupational 
employment structure, a development often attributed to technological change. Further technological 
progress, with a rise in the use of industrial robots, digitalization and artificial intelligence, is expected to 
accelerate this change in the near future and will prove a challenge for society. This paper is related to the 
WASP-HS research project on labor-market impact of firm-level adoption of AI and autonomous system and 
will help us to better understand how well today’s educational system and labor market facilitate the 
necessary adjustments.   

To be able to respond to changes in occupational employment demand, previous research has focused on 
making predictions regarding what occupations are expected to grow and decline. This knowledge can be 
used to inform young people’s career choices, so that they can manage future changes in labor demand in 
response to technological innovations due to AI. In practice, however, the first decision young people make is 
about the field of study. In Sweden, this is true both for those pursuing vocational tracks in high school, as 
well as those going on to college. The link between field of study and occupational employment is, 
nonetheless, poorly understood. There are several important questions to study in relation to this.  

Firstly, how strong is the empirical relationship between field of study and occupational choice, are people 
within a field of education heavily concentrated to or scattered across occupations? Secondly, how well do 
graduates adapt to the labor market and do they adjust away from declining occupations? If so, what are the 
costs? We examine these questions using population-wide register data from Sweden, containing detailed 
information about field of study across all educational levels, allowing us to study the adjustment process in a 
way that has not previously been possible. To provide additional insights, we hope to analyze occupational 
choice further using a formal theoretical model augmented with a field choice prior to labor market entry.  
We show that there is a strong empirical link between fields of study and occupations, for both recent 
graduates and mature workers. However, the relationship is more flexible among recent graduates, shown 
by a faster reallocation of graduates when overall employment shifts across occupations. The adjustment 
seems to take place mainly on the occupational margin, where graduates adapt to the labor market by their 
choice of occupation, rather than the choice of educational field. Preliminary results also indicate that the 
adjustment is relatively costless, with no economic consequences for recent graduates when their most 
closely associated occupations decline. While mature workers suffer economic loss when they are exposed 
to occupational decline. Taken at face value, our preliminary results suggest that predictions about how AI 
will alter the demand for labor in different occupations may provide less valuable guidance regarding how 
young people should choose high school programs and college majors than commonly perceived. 
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Significant proportions of the electorate in western democracies do believe in at least one conspiracy theory.  Oliver and 
Wood (2014) report that over half of Americans endorse some “conspiratorial narratives”. Given those numbers it comes 
as no surprise, that politicians have an interest in appealing to those groups. Yet a deep polarization over what it means 
to know something has been postulated, a divide “more unbridgeable than partisan polarization” (Rosenblum & 
Muirhead, 2020, p. 3). Politician might capitalize on this divide by using “dog whistles” that appeal to believers of 
conspiracy theories without alienating other parts of the electorate, further nurturing these narratives in the process. 

Generally a misinformed public is not only a serious threat to a functioning democracy, whose electorate is meant to 
make well-informed decisions (Kuklinski et. al., 2000), but also has other negative effects on society and the individuals. 
One well-studied example is the decline in vaccination after the falsified claim, that vaccinations cause autism in kids 
(Larson et. al, 2011). Another and problematic consequence conspiracy theories spread via social media is what 
Lewandowsky and colleagues are calling “post truth” era (Lewandowsky et. al., 2017). A world in which the line between 
facts and beliefs erodes and people start dismissing the concept of truth altogether. There are indications that mere 
exposure to conspiracy theories, even if they are not believed, reduce the trust in government institutions and media 
(Einstein & Glick, 2015). The urgency to investigate existing and additional tools to battle conspiracy believes and 
misinformation has recently become evident as their dangerous potential for public and individual health has been 
highlighted by the ongoing Covid-19 crisis.  

Unfortunately, it has been shown that conspiracy believers are rather resilient to the arguments provided by fact checker 
institutions. Under certain circumstances fact checking can even result in hardened beliefs in a conspiracy narrative and 
even if successful can reduce trust in information in general (Miller et. al., 2016). But how, if not by confronting them with 
facts could people then be convinced to revisit their problematic beliefs? The presented research aims to shed light on 
these questions. 

On starting point is the literature dealing with countering online hate speech. As an example of such a study Benesch 
and colleagues (2016) looked at twitter data containing hate speech and provided a framework to categorize types of 
hate and counterspeech. Following this line of thought, one goal of my thesis is to provide a similar framework for 
countering conspiracy beliefs. Initial collection of social media data will later be supplemented by chatbots that interact 
with conspiracy believers. The use of chatbots for scientific purposes are not very prominent in social science, but some 
interesting attempts have been made (e.g. Ciston, 2019). Chatbots combined with machine learning show great potential 
not only for the collection of a combination of survey and observational data, but also for testing narrowly targeted 
counter speech strategies. I conclude with a quote from Lewandowsky (2017: p. 30): “If technology can facilitate such 
epistemic fractionation in the first place, then it stands to reason that it might also contribute to the solution.” 

Literature:  
Benesch, S., Ruths, D., Dillon, K. P., Saleem, H. M., & Wright, L. (2016). Counterspeech on Twitter: A field study. A report 
for Public Safety Canada under the Kanishka Project. 
Ciston, S. (2019). ladymouth: Anti-Social-Media Art As Research. Ada: A Journal of Gender, New Media & Technology, 
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Einstein, K. L., & Glick, D. M. (2015). Do I think BLS data are BS? the consequences of conspiracy theories. Political 
Behavior, 37, 679–701. 
Kuklinski, J. H., Quirk, P. J., Jerit, J., Schwieder, D., & Rich, R. F. (2000). Misinformation and the currency of democratic 
citizenship. Journal of Politics, 62, 790–816. 
Larson, H. J., Cooper, L. Z., Eskola, J., Katz, S. L., & Ratzan, S. C. (2011). Addressing the vaccine confidence gap. The 
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Lewandowsky, S., Ecker, U. K., & Cook, J. (2017). Beyond misinformation: Understanding and coping with the “post-
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The development in many technical systems becomes increasingly complex. Different systems, using different 
technologies, developed by different people, often in different locations, are interconnected creating a system of systems 
that no single human can comprehend. More and more of the subsystems in such a system will contain AI functionality. 
Many of the AI technologies used provide functions that are not transparent, in the sense that a human cannot explain 
how it arrives to its outcomes. When such systems are included in system of systems, it adds to the difficulty for humans 
to understand the emerging behavior of the overall system. Moreover, as these are commonly systems with long life 
cycles, the development over time will add the dimension of generativity to the complexity. 

This project will examine managerial approaches and design methods to embrace this increasing complexity and is part 
of the research group The emergence of complex intelligent systems – The future of management. In order to do this, 
human understanding and systems intelligence and learning need to be explored and incorporated into new system 
design approaches. This includes consideration of a new basis for rationality, beyond bounded rationality, that is better 
suited for the creative process of design. Thus, development of methods that support the process of exploring an infinite 
design space, making use of an expandable rationality, is at the core of this project. This can bring an enhanced 
understanding of important mechanisms in the creative process. 

Important tools for exploring this unknown design space are the interaction with boundary objects by the use of model-
based tools as well as data-driven tools. These tools build on model and data-driven representation logics that emerge 
throughout the system design projects, often in an agile and evolutionary way. As the systems get increasingly complex, 
so do also the boundary objects that represent them. Furthermore, the boundary objects are getting increasingly 
intelligent, which can help humans to comprehend the growing complexity, but can also imply a risk of obscuring the 
nature of the system. 

The purpose of this project is to study the role of expanded rationality and boundary objects in the development process 
of complex intelligent systems. Special focus is given to the expandable solution space they can create through learning 
and how the complexity and intelligence of the system, as well as of the boundary objects, influence the solution space. 
The reinforcing effect that boundary objects have been shown to have on organizational learning can, in turn, also 
contribute to the expanded rationality and an expanded solution space. 

Communication is another related area in connection to boundary objects and of interest to examine in the light of 
expanded rationality. Both the effect of communication with stakeholders within, and outside, the organization. The 
complexity of a system is often reflected in the complexity of the organization or network of organizations involved in the 
development. Thus, communication plays a central role in enabling this expanded rationality. 

Both the approach of learning and communication, in combination with expanded rationality, can bring exciting new 
insights in the development of new management and design methods for complex intelligent systems. It can allow 
enhanced understanding of the behavior of the system emerging through all the numerous interactions with it, and it can 
give access to unseen design possibilities. 
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Word embedding is the process of translating text input to numeric values - typically a vector of a particular length with a 
separate value for each of the dimensions. This is needed in order to use text data as input for machine learning models, 
which are mathematical in nature. Simple methods like assigning random numbers to a word do not retain any 
information about the similarity of words - that is, two synonyms might have vector values very different form each other 
whereas random words might be assigned similar values. An idea typically used to obtain an embedding that represents 
the meaning of a word is that context is a good approximation of meaning. This can be understood as words that tend to 
appear in the same context (i.e. next to the same words) will tend to be related and similar in some way. For example, 
the words "football" and "basketball" will probably tend to appear next to words like "play", "score", "game", etc. So, a 
better representation of a word could be based on the words around it. Two main directions can be applied here. One is 
based on co-occurence – counting how many times words appear within a predefined window from each other in a 
certain text corpus. The other is based on neural network models – for example word2vec, which can be trained to 
predict the context given a word (skip-gram) or a word given the context (continuous bag of words). 

These methods have shown good results in different natural language processing applications such as machine 
translation, sentiment analysis, text classification, etc. Additionally, they have also been used to detect sematic changes 
of words over time (Tahmasebi et al., 2018) and specifically have shown promising results in detecting semantic shifts in 
political text (Rodman, 2020). This suggests that some information of the implied meaning can be obtained with these 
methods from a corpus of data. The current project will attempt to evaluate these methods and their suitability for 
detecting points of conflict in different political parties. That is, models will be used for detecting words that carry the most 
different meaning based on the speaker’s party affiliation. Both co-occurrence and neural network models will be used in 
two different settings. First, the project will explore US congressional records, where a two-party system is in place with 
some very polarised discussion topics. Another advantage is that the corpus is in English, which has access to more 
resources, like external corpuses of text or pre-trained models. Second, Swedish parliamentary data will be analysed.  

Two main challenges need to be evaluated here – the more coalition-centred attitude, which might result in a more 
cohesive use of language between parties and the use of Swedish language, which has fewer off-the shelf resources 
available. The specific models that will be tested are a simple co-occurrence approach, a co-occurrence approach based 
on mutual information scores and a neural network model. Similarity of words will then be defined as the cosine distance 
between the embedding vectors. Most similar and most different words will be obtained from the average cosine distance 
to a set of stop words – a list of common words within a language such as “the”, “and”, “or”, etc.  These are expected to 
have a constant meaning independent of speaker and thus can be used as “anchor points” 

Some initial results suggest that these methods can be used for detecting topics of disagreement between parties within 
the US context. Terms like “obamacare”, “islam”, “alien” tend to show more difference in the obtained embedding, which 
implies a different meaning is ascribed to the terms by each party. Connecting words like “also”, “which”, “only” tend to 
show similar embeddings, which is consistent with the theory that these words should have a more constant meaning.  
This comparison fits within the larger goal of the PhD project of researching AI methods applicable to political studies and 
exposing potential biases by giving a broad view over some of the currently used embedding methods used within AI and 
how they perform when applied to a political corpus of data. Additionally, the English to Swedish comparison could 
identify potential biases in the patterns detected by the model depending on the language used or on the political system 
that is in place.  

Nina Tahmasebi, Lars Borin, and Adam Jatowt. 2018. Survey of computational approaches to lexical semantic change. In 
Preprint at ArXiv 2018. 
Emma Rodman. 2020. A Timely Intervention: Tracking the Changing Meanings of Political Concepts with Word Vectors. 
Political Analysis, 28(1), 87-111.  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Introduction 
Processing of consumer data by AI-empowered systems pose entirely new challenges to both consumer and data 
protection laws. The challenges include such issues as exacerbating the imbalance of power between businesses and 
consumers, limiting the consumers’ autonomy, and aggravating social imbalances. The governance over AI systems 
should be calibrated in such a way as to create a well-balanced ecosystem that would ensure legal certainty for public 
and private actors, and for consumers, that is for each of us, an adequate and effective protection.  
To this end, the realisation of the principle of transparency is essential, as it is a precondition to safeguard other 
fundamental principles (lawfulness, fairness, purpose limitation, data minimisation, safety, etc.), and to exercise some of 
the consumer and data protection rights. When transparency in consumer data processing is employed, not only the 
consumers may be in control over their data, but also the civil society and consumer organisations are able to monitor 
whether the applicable laws and policies are duly respected. This, in turn, can increase the level of trust of consumers in 
using AI technologies, create a level-playing field and fair rules for the industry, and ultimately, increase the uptake of AI-
enabled products and services in the European Union. 
In our main research project AI Transparency and Consumer Trust, we are exploring the questions concerning the 
notions of transparency, openness and explainability in AI on the one hand, and on the other hand, the people’s trust with 
regard to AI-empowered technologies. With my background in law, I am mostly focusing on the problems connected with 
consumer law, data protection law, as well as the ethical concerns around the AI technologies. 

One of the issues that I will be investigating soon, together with a team of other researchers, will be a study examining 
how the principle of transparency is realized in practice, as we will perform an empirical research on the issue of how 
consumers of insurance companies are informed about automated decision-making concerning their personal data. 

Background 
Transparency is the central principle of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and one of its manifestations is 
the duty of organisations to provide the required information on the processed data to the individuals concerned. The 
organisations are also obligated to inform data subjects if they apply automated decision-making systems, and in such 
cases, to provide meaningful information about the logic involved in the decision-making. Since insurance companies 
commonly use such automated systems to set premiums for their customers, we decided to use this sector for the study 
to find out what information they reveal to their customers when they are requested to do so. A study that is a model for 
this research was done in Sweden in 2018-2019 and this time the study includes also Finland, Germany and Poland. I 
will carry out the investigation in Poland, and all the results will be compared and assembled within one analysis. 

Aim 
The question explored in the project will be how insurance companies are realizing the right of access to information on 
the basis of article 15 GDPR. How the companies interpret the phrase ‘meaningful information about the logic involved’? 
How detailed information will be received? What will they not reveal due to their other interests (IP-law or trade secrets)? 
Theory 
The previous research performed in Sweden shortly after the GDPR entered into force showed that some companies 
effectively did not provide any ‘meaningful information’ or the answers were vague or generic. It would therefore be 
interesting to learn whether there has been some improvement in this regard. Insurance companies have certain 
legitimate interests that they have the right to protect, but the question is whether this would be still in line with the GDPR 
requirements. 

Method 
Our volunteers will send a request to their respective insurance companies invoking their right of access to information, 
we will analyse and compare the answers received, and thereafter we will make an assessment of whether the answers 
are compliant with the GDPR. 

Expected outcomeWe are expecting a variety of answers differing in the level of detail and depth on the explanation of 
the automated decision-making. The study will constitute an interesting sample of the way the law, in this case consumer 
protection law in relation to AI-empowered systems, is implemented by insurance companies in Poland. 
Further research 
The insights gained from this research project might serve as an inspiration to perform similar experiments within other 
sectors, whenever AI systems are used, with the goal to reveal how exactly consumers are informed about the 
automated systems, and thus, how the principle of transparency is implemented within industries.  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The future is being built by machines, and a crucial task of our time is to ensure that they will be beneficial. As intelligent 
systems enter more domains of human life, the last decades have seen an explosion of research dealing with the ethical 
development and application of AI (AI ethics), and how to build ethical machines (machine ethics). While efforts of the 
former kind have seemingly converged on a set of principles and guidelines, their capacity to have any substantial impact 
on the ethical development of AI has been called into question [1]. The gap between ethics and technology has in the 
same vein obstructed attempts to build moral machines. Robot ethics, machine ethics, computer ethics, robot law, and 
robot rights are only a few examples of newly emerged fields addressing various aspects of constructing Artificial Moral 
Agents (AMAs). Unfortunately, most research is either tied up in conceptual debates regarding higher-order capabilities 
expected of morally competent robots, or caught up in repeating the urgent need for ethical machines.  

On the upside, a number of attempts have been made to implement ethical theory in robots, including consequentialism, 
deontology, and hybrids [3]. Although this work has offered valuable starting-points for the construction of AMAs, critical 
issues persist:  

(I) In an a study of de facto implementations, only a handful out of 50 surveyed papers gave exhaustive experimental 
details, which in effect hinders the extensibility and reproducibility of systems and their results [3]. ( 

(II)  There are currently no general nor domain-specific benchmarks that can be used to evaluate ethical systems. 
Consequently, as algorithmic solutions to a problem is limited to that particular system, little can be learned outside 
the specific experimental conditions, which in turn restricts the generalizability and scalability of results.  

(III)  Although it is commonly believed that morality is complex and cannot be captured by a single ethical theory, 
surprisingly few implementations have considered multi-theory approaches where AMAs use different theories 
depending on the situation at hand [3].  

(IV) It remains unclear to what extent moral machines benefit from normative theory; every-day life behavior does not 
normally adhere to ethical theory but rather to various social, biological and psychological predispositions. The overall 
aim of this project is to explore the possibilities and challenges for creating AMAs. To tackle the forth-mentioned 
problems, the project will take a wide approach to moral machines and give substantial attention to implementation 
and systematic evaluation.  

Following Kitcher’s three-stage account of the evolution of morality [2], three general pathways will be explored:  

(1) Philosophy — Centers around normative theory and how it can be used and abused in the context of constructing 
ethical machines. This involves: (a) a systematic analysis of traditional ethical theories from an algorithmic 
perspective; (b) review of the technical and cognitive requirements of AMAs following the theories; (c) developing 
evaluation tools to assess moral behavior in a variety of situations, and (d) implementing ethical algorithms in 
simulations and evaluate them according to the proposed benchmarks.  

(2) Social-cognition — Investigates the aspects of ethical behavior rooted in social cognition and embodied sensor-motor 
experience, including learning, emotion, motivation, and autonomy. This involves the use of human-inspired 
architectures such as amygdala-OFC modules for emotional learning and coordination of ethical decisions, cerebral 
modules for imagining consequences of ethical actions, and computational models of autonomy.  

(3) Biology — Explores the evolution of cooperation and altruism as studied in game theory and behavioral ecology. This 
includes game theoretical models of ethical interaction in multi-agent systems with the aim of identifying the 
conditions under which altruism emerge and remain stable in competitive scenarios. Combining insights from each 
path will ultimately culminate in the proposal of suitable architectures for AMAs, which will in turn be implemented in 
humanoid robots in order to conduct moral HRI studies. By exploring and utilizing dimensions of morality beyond 
abstract theory, the results will ideally constitute a step towards beneficial machines, and shorten the distance 
between the ethics and technology. 

[1] Hagendorff, T. (2020). The Ethics of AI Ethics: An Evaluation of Guidelines. Minds and Machines, 30(1). 

[2] Kitcher, P. (2006). Between Fragile Altruism and Morality: Evolution and the Emergence of Normative Guidance. 
Evolutionary Ethics and Contemporary Biology. 

[3] Tolmeijer, S., Kneer, M., Sarasua, C., Christen, M. & Bernstein, A. (2020). Implementations in Machine Ethics: A 
Survey. AMC Computing Surveys (forthc.).  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With the integration of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in industrial systems, the prerequisites for decision making 
are changing. These systems often include critical functionality, such as in healthcare, transportation and 
infrastructure and fulfil an important role in society. New decision-making approaches therefore need to 
include purposefulness, including the consideration values beyond economic and organizational, such as 
societal and ethical. Until now, research focused on future decision-making in complex systems, that with the 
introduction of AI become increasingly intelligent is scarce. The purpose of this research is to explore new 
prerequisites for purposeful decision making in complex intelligent systems, particularly how human-AI 
interaction materializes in organisational decision making. Through this research, the aim is to contribute to 
the field of organisational and decision-making theories with a decision-making perspective that expands the 
purposefulness and fits contemporary industrial and organisational landscape. This project is executed within 
the research project on the emergence of complex intelligent systems and the future of management, which 
is aligned with the WASP-HS scope on contributing to the development of societal and human aspects of AI.  

There is an increased need for research in decision making in AI embedded systems, since the discussion 
on AI decision-making has been centred around stand-alone AI until now, focusing on the technical aspect of 
decision-making improvement. However, this view includes only a narrow part of complex intelligent systems, 
which involve not only AI, but also digital systems and humans. Human bounded rationality and satisfactory 
decision-making influence the overall system decision making. Since the boundary between humans and AI 
decision-making becomes increasingly fluid in such systems, once a failure happens, the impact may be 
cascading to other parts of the system and other connected systems. With increased complexity, it becomes 
more difficult to address emerging challenges coming either from the increased autonomy of the system, or 
the context and external environment.  

The management of complex intelligent systems is expected to need novel perspectives on decision -making 
to address aspects such as uncertainty, unknowns and emergent behaviors in a purposeful way. 
Understanding how we can design decision making capabilities to better manage emergent behaviour is 
crucial for fulfilling safety and reliability requirements. By introducing the design theories, to explores the 
unknown and unexplored solutions, the classical model of decision making will be expanded. Moreover, such 
model might bring us a step closer in achieving societal purposefulness. 

The issues around human-system interaction and their roles on decision making will be investigated by 
conducting an in-depth analysis of different types of decision processes in both above mentioned ranges, the 
role and the level of engagement of both human and system in these processes, as well as their 
complementary values and strengths. 
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In order to have a goal-directed dialogue management system, it is crucial to take the social context and user into 
account to have more realistic dialogues. A dialogue management system must be able to utilize the knowledge of social 
concepts such as social practices, conventions, and norms, point out the utterances which may have ambiguities, take 
multiple turns if necessary, ask for clarifications when it’s needed, paraphrase sentences to inform the user about what is 
already understood, and has commonsense to reason about the expectations.  

Chatbot AI and its user of the dialogue management system should work together with the system to solve problems and 
overcome the misunderstandings. Expectations of both parties must be known to each other at all times to prevent one-
sided dialogues. This leads us to a goal-directed dialogue system that is concerned more about achieving a socially 
aware and adaptive AI dialogue system rather than a system that is only reactive to the syntax of the user input. For 
instance, although a doctor may ask the patient “Why did you come to my office today?”, “What brings you here?” or 
“How can I help you?” which are syntactically different, by saying these words, the doctor is setting an expectation for the 
patient to tell the symptoms of his sickness.  In a goal directed dialogue we also often use the social context to shape the 
expectations and can use this knowledge to react to user actions. I.e. a conversation where a doctor is trying to find 
which disease a patient has several phases. You start with an introduction, then the doctor asks about the symptoms, 
she explains the patient what she expects the disease to be, what are possible remedies and then explains the course of 
action for the patient. We do not know the exact sentences or terms that are used, but we can use the knowledge of 
which phase we are in to determine what type of things might happen. However, when the dialogue becomes more 
robust and realistic a user of the dialogue management system will also assume the system to have more knowledge 
about the domain the dialogue is about. It is difficult to make sure all this domain knowledge is also incorporated in the 
system. Therefore a robust goal-directed dialogue system should stir the dialogue around these proper expectations so 
that the conversation may still be realistic. However, it is not a trivial task for a dialogue system to know the limitations of 
its domain knowledge as it sets the borders of the conversation and creates appropriate expectations within. The overall 
aim of this project is to develop a dialogue system that is able to track the conversation flow dynamically, understand the 
expectations behind utterances, and manage them accordingly.  

The dialogue system we are developing will be able to track the expectations that are currently known to the system, 
already met, or waiting to be met in some time. As a case study we are developing a dialogue management system to 
train medical students in ophthalmology (a branch of medicine that deals with eye disorders) in conducting realistic 
dialogues with future patients. This will help medical students practice the diagnosis dialogues as part of being a doctor 
so that they can acquire the necessary experience before they have graduated. Finally, we expect to see an increase in 
the speed and overall quality of how new ophthalmologists cope with patients’ problems by suggesting the necessary 
treatments for them in a more personalized way. 

Keywords: dialogue systems, conversational ai, chatbot, social context 
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Along the development history of Artificial Intelligence (AI), its use has evolved from mostly standalone applications as 
add-on functionality in a complex system, into AI solutions that are increasingly embedded in complex intelligent 
systems. AI as standalone applications have comparatively little consequences. In contrast, its embeddedness in 
complex intelligent systems that involve critical functionality, e.g., healthcare, transportation, manufacturing, and banking 
may have a broader impact. In these systems safety and security are imperative, and failure in such safety-critical 
intelligent systems may lead to life or financial loss, severe environmental impact, property damage, or any other 
significant unacceptable consequences. Essentially, when we depend on a system for our well-being, it is safety-critical 
(Knight, 2002). Design of such safety-critical systems is often determined by strict criteria based on certification and 
compliance with standards set by regulatory bodies. The core organizations involved in the design of such systems are 
normally required to maintain or demonstrate full control over the system. AI has the potential to contribute to the 
fulfillment of, as well as change the prerequisite for safety-criticality as learning, autonomy, and adaptability 
characteristics of complex systems are changed or reinforced (Rai, Constantinides, & Sarker, 2019; Shrestha, Ben-
Menahem, & Von Krogh, 2019) and the set of possible emergent behaviors are expanded by AI’s generative nature.  
Generativity denotes a technology’s overall capacity to produce unprompted change driven by large, varied, and 
uncoordinated actors. A technology has high generativity when actors generate new, valuable, distributed uses that in 
turn provides potential innovation capability (Zittrain, 2006). AI contributes to a large extent to the innovation processes 
that are enabled by generativity and maybe more difficult to control. Therefore, a tension has emerged between 
generativity and criticality in the design of a complex intelligent system.  

The purpose of this research project is to study the combination of generativity and criticality in AI embedded complex 
intelligent systems and how the demands on both can be balanced by utilizing organizational approaches combined with 
architectures and technology. Consequently, the study explores the managerial design and innovation process related to 
the emergence of AI solutions in complex intelligent systems. The research design is inspired by “prescience” (Corley & 
Gioia, 2011) that anticipates and affects the management in dealing with potential social and organizational issues 
before their actual implementation (Bailey & Barley, 2019).  

Case study has been chosen as a method to explore managerial implications of complex intelligent system that has not 
been broadly used. One of the research arenas in public safety within WASP (WARA-PS) focuses on search and rescue 
scenarios demonstrates key characteristics of both safety criticality and generativity that it embedded advanced AI 
methods to various autonomous systems. WARA-PS as the initial study case represents future possible applications 
involving extensive AI solutions in complex intelligent systems. The potential findings are projected to go beyond public 
safety and promote the advancement of long-term technology addressing safety and security challenges in other fields. 
Therefore, prior to practical adoption, WARA-PS as a research-based project is considered as a good study case for the 
emergence of future complex intelligent systems. 
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This research project concerns the study of ethical and legal challenges in relation to the emergence 
of Artificial Intelligence (AI)-driven practices in higher education (HE), focusing in particular on 
Learning Analytics (LA) systems. LA systems are fast-developing and fascinating technologies with 
great disruptive potential. They promise to transform « educational institutions into organizations that 
make evidence-based decisions » (Buckingham Shum, 2012, p.1), potentially introducing new 
epistemologies and paradigm shifts in the way we understand and study the world and the Other. As 
such, the integration of AI into established educational practices calls for serious academic debate 
surrounding the scope of emerging data-driven practices in HE, the educational paradigms they 
promote as well as the ethics of analytics (Buckingham Shum, 2012). While these unprecedented 
technical and research developments promise to unlock the black box of student learning and to 
inform about the complexities of educational processes, the use of student data and analytics 
techniques raises a series of issues that require ethical and legal considerations (Slade and Prinsloo, 
2013). However, there is currently little understanding of ethics concerning deploying AI in HE. This is 
due to 1)the little attention that ethical concerns have received, at least compared to issues connected 
to increased efficiency and cost-effectiveness of such systems (Cerratto Pargman and Jahnke, 2019), 
2)the development of ethical frameworks, guidelines, and principles dominating research on ethics in 
AI, and 3) the prevalent conceptual view of ethics and tendency to study ethics in the vacuum. 
However, ethics are not only a matter of “ticking ethical boxes in a report or developing add-on 
features or switch-off buttons in AI systems” [Dignum, 2019, p.6]. Ethics are situated in everyday life, 
practiced in daily decisions, embedded in cultural, personal/individual, and professional values. Ethics 
are co-constructed and continuously negotiated with others in reflective practice and are engrained in 
social, organizational, political, economic, and intellectual structures designed, shaped, and regulated 
by people (Johnson, 2018).  
 
More precisely, we view ethics as enacted at the intersection of ethics of justice, applying rules and 
principles to ensure the fair and equitable treatment of all people, and ethics of care, driven by values 
and concerns and involving tasks that make a living better in interdependence with others (Puig De La 
Bellacasa, 2011).  
 
In this context, this research project aims to engage with proactive work and assess the risks and 
challenges that AI embodies for the educational stakeholders that develop, maintain, and use AI in HE 
practices. Our research work seeks to engage with the particularities of the ethical facets of innovative 
practices as they are enacted in precise educational contexts where AI technologies play specific 
roles. 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This project, grounded in postphenomenological investigations of human-technology relations, seeks 
to understand how the ethics of emerging AI-driven practices are properties of the artifacts themselves 
and arise in the relations people have with artifacts (Verbeek, 2005). Following this, this project will 
ultimately impact the relations between the different educational stakeholders that play a central role in 
configuring and shaping ethical, legal, and moral choices concerning AI-driven practices in HE 
(Cerratto Pargman, 2020).  
 
The outcomes of the project will: 1) show the viability of engaging with ethics at the intersection of 
matters of justice and matters of care (Puig De La Bellacasa, 2011) in human-learning analytics 
entanglements and illustrate how ethics and legal considerations constitute themselves in human-
technological mediations, 2) bring together direct and indirect educational stakeholders so they can 
establish trustworthy relationships that are necessary for discussion, negotiation and active 
configuration of ongoing emergence of AI-driven practices in HE, 3) generate knowledge of how to 
engage with ethics and legal challenges of AI in HE from the ground up, continuously and in proactive 
ways, 4) nurture the emergence and growth of meaningful, just, and caring artifact design, and 
regulatory practices for innovative education in HE.  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This project began in 2020 as an interdisciplinary collaboration between law, philosophy and political science, with 
the purpose of exploring the intersections between worldviews, politics and rights legislation as pertaining to 
artificial intelligence.  
During the past year, the project has become much more crystallized, developing in relation to a complex and 
somewhat volatile field of research. The world is rapidly changing, and we have had to stay on our feet to keep in 
touch with an unpredictable research object. This situation has allowed us to explore new ways in which to utilize 
our respective disciplines, but also forced us to seek new adaptions of interdisciplinary work, since the waters are 
very much uncharted.  

Adaptations and experiments  
In philosophy, we have for instance tried to make use of the classical dialogue with its 2500-year pedigree in both 
addressing emerging issues pertaining to the metaphysics of personhood, as well as seeking a format to 
disseminate the issues and our approach. And in trying to anchor the subject’s transient connections to values 
and worldviews, we have made a brief foray into the recent intellectual history of futurism and the redeeming role 
attributed to progress.  

Methodological issues of interdisciplinary work  
In terms of cross-disciplinary collaboration, one central insight is that with regard to methodology, there are few 
clear-cut answers. The disciplines must both be adapted to one another, and their combined effort must be fitted 
to the contingencies of the particular research object, so the methodological approaches must in a sense be 
improvised. This is a quite delicate matter which brings out important issues of epistemology and philosophy of 
science. A balance must be struck between both preserving the integrity of the disciplines involved, while doing 
justice to the research object and the contexts in which it is situated. This mandates a situational approach, which 
at the same time demands an emphasized awareness of the boundaries of the disciplines, as well as of their 
respective strengths and drawbacks.  
Additionally, we are currently planning an anthology on the topic of AI and personhood for which we will invite 
contributors with a wide variety of perspectives and expertise for which we will try to develop a framework for 
interdisciplinary communication.  

Dissemination and publicity  
The above also ties into questions of how to both make our research issues and findings relevant and accessible 
to the public, and/or to particular interest groups.  
Since the entire topic of AI and its transformative effects is relatively popular, we can rely on a certain level of 
public interest in our work. But AI is often portrayed in a quite exotic and abstract fashion, whereas a key focus of 
the project is to emphasize its importance to everyday human realities. A question of ours has therefore been how 
to promote the impact of AI in a way relevant and accessible to the general public. In this regard, we have 
successfully integrated our project in the teaching at the law faculty by holding seminars on AI in advanced 
courses and encouraging students to write their master thesis on AI-related topics, and the Department of 
Theology at Uppsala University has planned a course on AI, worldviews and ethics in collaboration with 
participants in the project. We have also explored publishing opinion pieces in major newspapers to raise 
awareness of our work and its importance. 
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Introduction 
Seeing that adoption precedes social impact, this study examines the factors that drive AI-usage, with a focus on real 
examples: recommender systems based on machine learning in common mobile apps. Earlier research has shown that 
this type of AI is likely to spread the fastest globally, because it reaches its users via infusion, i.e., by being added to 
preexisting technologies that are already in use (Engström & Strimling 2020). With infusion, the adoption mechanisms 
may be distinct from previous technologies. For instance, a new infused feature is often presented as the default option 
to preexisting users. Three distinct mechanisms influence the spread of infused AI: the user’s tendency to use the host 
technology; the host technology supplier’s decision to infuse an AI-feature; and the user’s tendency to use it. This study 
addressed the latter of these three.  
The theoretical foundation in this study was the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT-2) 
(Venkatesh et al. 2012), which is a model of technology adoption that extends the established Technology Acceptance 
Model (Davis 1989). However, the constructs that had a relatively low significance (p>0.01) in Cabrera-Sánchez et al. 
(2020) were excluded. Thus, the following aspects were considered: Performance Expectancy, Effort Expectancy, 
Hedonic Motivation, and Privacy Concerns. Further, earlier studies have reported that attitudes towards AI-applications 
are different from those towards traditional technologies and that they are influenced by ethical judgments (Schepman & 
Rodway 2020). The ethical framework for a “Good AI Society” (Floridi et al. 2018) highlighted the importance of 
minimizing privacy infringement in AI-adoption. Therefore, we added a new construct, Privacy Concerns (PC), seeing 
that recommendation systems depend on personal data and may as such impose a risk to user privacy (Friedman et al. 
2015). 
 
Research questions 
Can Performance Expectancy, Effort Expectancy, Hedonic Motivation, and Privacy Concerns explain differences in use 
between infused recommender systems? Can they explain differences in use between individuals? Which of the 
constructs have the strongest effects, and which can be ignored?  
 
Methodology 
Questionnaire data were collected in Dec. 2020 and Jan. 2021 via Amazon MTurk. In total, 20 different recommender 
systems were included, and there were 60 questionnaire respondents per system.  
 
Results 
As hypothesized, Performance Expectancy, Hedonic Motivation, and Effort Expectancy were associated with increased 
usage, supporting the relevance of UTAUT-2 for explaining adoption of AI-features in mobile apps. Further, the new 
construct, Privacy Concerns towards a specific AI-feature were negatively correlated with usage. However, privacy 
concerns towards AI in general was not correlated with usage of the investigated features.  
 
Conclusion: The findings suggested that UTAUT-2, combined with Privacy Concerns towards a specific AI-feature, 
contributed to explain usage of infused AI in recommender systems in mobile apps. However, they also indicated that 
concerns about privacy towards AI in general do not influence adoption of such features. This showed that attitudes 
towards AI in general may not affect adoption of specific features, contradicting previous claims that people’s general 
attitudes towards AI are likely to play an important role in their acceptance of it (Schepman & Rodway 2020).  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Introduction 

We examine the mechanisms that drive the spread of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the consumer domain. The study 
focuses on an important subset of methods within AI: deep artificial neural networks or Deep Learning (DL) 
technologies, specified further in LeCun et al. (2015). The AI-expert Andrew Ng has described the rise of DL as a 
milestone in the development of AI (WIPO 2019). We introduce infusion as a diffusion mechanism for DL in society as: 
“the act of adding a DL-application to another technology to make it stronger or better”, based on Cambridge 
Dictionary (2019). Three research questions are explored: How important has infusion of DL-technology into other 
technologies been for its diffusion among individuals in the U.S.? To what degree are established models of 
technology diffusion applicable to DL-infusion? What are the social and ethical implications of diffusion by DL-
infusion? 

Methodology 

We investigated the presence of DL-algorithms in the form of systems for recommendations or ranking in the 15 
smartphone apps with the highest mobile reach in the U.S., according to Statista (2019), a business data platform. 
The apps had been accessed in May 2019 by adults with smartphones with the iOS and Android operating systems. 
To identify the presence of DL in these apps we reviewed research articles, conference proceedings, and the app 
manufacturers’ official websites. 

Results and Discussion 

All the 15 most popular apps use DL-systems for recommendations or ranking, which had been added, infused, after 
their lanuch. These apps reached 28%–77% of adult mobile users in the U.S., which corresponds to 58 to 160 million 
adults and 75 to 207 million in total. Existing theories of innovation diffusion and adoption, most notably Diffusion of 
Innovations theory (Rogers 1962) and the Technology Acceptance Model (Davis 1989), have limited relevance for DL-
infusion, because it is a process that depends on enterprise decision-making rather than consumer choice. The ethical 
and social implications are considerable. Infusion implies that consumers are suddenly exposed to technologies that 
they have a limited ability to comprehend and evaluate. DL-providers are likely to face conflicts of interest since 
consumer and supplier goals are not always well-aligned, for instance when it comes to increasing platform 
engagement and personal self-disclosure. Further, infusion is likely to be particularly important for DL-technologies as 
compared to other innovations, because to function well they need large data sets that can be drawn from preexisting 
users. Related, it is likely that larger technology companies benefit comparatively from DL-infusion, which suggests 
that the value drawn from DL is likely to follow a Matthew Effect of accumulated advantage: many preexisting users 
provide a lot of behavioral data, which bring about better DL-driven features, which attract even more users, etc. Such 
a self-reinforcing process could limit the possibilities for new companies to compete online. 

Summary and conclusion 

The results indicate that the infusion of DL-systems in mobile apps is a dominant mechanism for their diffusion among 
individuals in society today. Infusion can imply that consumers are exposed to technologies that they have not been 
actively chosen. Thus, AI in the form of Deep Learning (DL) technology has diffused in the consumer domain in a 
unique way as compared to previous general-purpose technologies. DL-infusion may contribute to put explain why 
AI’s presence in society has not been challenged by many. Further, it highlights the power shift that comes with the 
presence of AI in society. 
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This project explores AI-related risks in the financial sector. Situated at the intersection between law and business, it 
examines the management of risks (real or perceived) that emerge from the use of AI algorithms in the financial 
sector. At an individual level, this relates to the risk for individual harm related to the use of AI. At a societal level, could 
the use of AI in the financial sector augment systemic risk on the financial markets?  
 
While law-making is always reactive, and therefore intrinsically behind technological developments, financial sector 
businesses need to proactively manage risks connected to their use of AI. To do this, they also need to understand the 
legal allocation of accountability connected to AI solutions. This project can contribute to such an understanding. We 
will unravel the existing “accountability infrastructure” regarding AI in the financial sector, including its gaps and 
inconsistencies. The project also aims to clarify, by empirical study, how the affected actors actually do try to manage 
risk connected to their use of AI. Finally, our aims include an endeavour to find more precise and more effective ways 
to design the “accountability infrastructure” regarding AI, as well as scrutinising the salience of business theories on 
risk management in the context of risk management with legal tools such as contracting.  
 
Law and business research, meaning legal research with social scientific elements and (predominantly) aimed at the 
business sector, is generally an under-developed research field in Sweden as well as internationally. Since 2016, the 
Uppsala commercial law department is engaged in a project for the promotion of interdisciplinary law and business 
research. This project application can be seen as part of that work. The interdisciplinary orientation that we are laying 
out is thus unusual in a Swedish (and international) legal research context. It is therefore perhaps unsurprising that 
our survey of existing research on the financial sector does not reveal any publications within our focus area. We are 
missing research that, by combining legal analysis of legislative sources with an analysis of contracts and insurance 
policies (and moreover with empirical study such as qualitative interviews), can create an image of how the actual 
actors behave with regard to their legal responsibilities, and how they legally handle their risk exposure. This is a 
research horizon that appears tremendously promising from a social science point of view, as it is capable of uniting 
studies of the normative legal dimension –the “should” – with studies of the reality - the “is”. This research application 
is thus a step towards developing the law and business research environment and interdisciplinary legal competence 
in Sweden, with the aim to promote business efficiency and thereby to promote public welfare. Studies of risk 
management with legal tools and legal liability for AI in the financial sector will, within our larger project of furthering 
transdisciplinary studies of law and business (as well as other aspects of society), represent an excellent pilot study.  
 
The expected law-oriented results include a map of existing “accountability infrastructure” regarding the use of AI in 
the financial sector, "best practices" for the design of financial sector actors’ proactive legal measures for managing AI 
risks, an assessment of the present regulatory strategy, and suggestions for specific legislative measures with respect 
to AI and the financial sector. The expected business-related results include an understanding of the factors that drive 
the financial sector actors’ management of risks related to AI-based services and products, an assessment of 
business theories on risk and risk management with a view to further our understanding of risk management with legal 
tools, and an assessment of whether the patterns and methods of risk allocation employed are sound and sustainable 
in light of the intentions of regulators and for the aversion of systemic risks.  
 
In sum, we expect useful results consisting of recommendations to the financial sector and other affected companies, 
as well as affected authorities, politicians and associations, concerning which needs we see to create/enhance an 
“accountability infrastructure” surrounding AI use in the financial sector. We also expect theoretically salient results for 
further research in law and business.  
 
The project will be carried out by a team of 3 senior researchers and 2 young researchers. There will be a reference 
group including industry and public agency representatives, as well as researchers. 
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